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Our 50th Issue? Let’s Celebrate!
Notes from the 11th House by Joyce Hopewell

This Conjunction is something of a
Our 50th issue is a bumper one of Jupiterian
milestone and a sort of official birthday proportions, as befits a special celebratory occasion.
for our magazine, rolled into one. Its In addition to the usual book reviews there are articles
publication marks 50 issues of Conjunction, which used on a variety of stimulating topics, with plenty to get
to be The Newsletter and started life as a single sheet of your teeth into. It also carries a tribute to former
A4, painstakingly typed (possibly on an old fashioned tutor Yvonne Taylor who introduced the Huber
typewriter in his
Method in South
office in Devon) by
Africa.
Yvonne’s
Richard
Llewellyn
sad and untimely
in the days of APA’s
passing in July was
infancy back in the
counterbalanced
early 1980’s.
by the wonderful
By
the
time
celebratory energy
I took over the
at her memorial
running of APA in
service. So in these
1991, The Newsletter
often gloomy global
had evolved into
times, it is important
an A5 booklet, and
that we don’t forget
as Editor I enjoyed
to celebrate what
putting each edition
is good, joyful and
together… but then
positive. Conjunction
“Mr Peacock” by Maylis Curie
things changed again
number 50 definitely
www.maylisphotography.my-expressions.com
and so did its name.
deserves this of
It became Conjunction and the Editorship returned to us and in the words of the song Celebrate we can “...
Richard who was itching to enlarge its size to A4 – but celebrate good times… everyone around the world,
of proper magazine proportions this time around and come on!”
with far more than one single page! There were more
Joyce’s Blog is Back in Action
pictures as well as charts. It was initially published in
http://joycehopewell.blogspot.com
black and white, and eventually partly in colour. Sara
Joyce took a break from regularly writing her blog – Joyce
Inkster took over as Editor, continuing with the colour Hopewell Chart Interpretations – while working on her latest
theme, and in addition to this she was instrumental book Aspect Patterns in Colour.
in creating the first on-line version, called Conjunction
But normal service is gradually being resumed, and the
Extra, a supplement to the printed version. Our charts of singer Robbie Williams, John Lennon and UK
current Editor, Barry Hopewell, has moved things Prime Minister David Cameron's new baby daughter have all
on yet again, ensuring that each issue of Conjunction recently been featured. The post on Baby Cameron's chart
is available in full colour on-line to members as well includes some speculation on the Family Model.
If there is a person who particularly interests you, you
as offering a taster from each new issue for visitors to can contact Joyce through her blog and suggest or request
our website.
that their chart is given an airing.

CONGRATULATIONS!
The following students have successfully completed their studies:

APA Foundation ‘B’ Certificate
Jenny Stables (UK) – with credit
Trude Xanders (USA) – with credit
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APA News
Happy Birthday at 85!
On 14th August 2010, Richard Llewellyn, indefatigable promoter of the Hubers’
astrological psychology in the English-speaking world, and founder of the English
Huber School (which became APA), celebrated his 85th birthday. Through this work he
has made a vital contribution to the astrological psychology of the 21st century.
New Book, Now Available

Aspect Patterns
in Colour
by

50th Issue of Conjunction
We are delighted to present this 50th of the issues of
Conjunction, produced over the past 25 years. The following
front covers illustrate some of the major changes that
have taken place along the way since the first newsletter,
guided by editors Richard Llewellyn, Joyce Hopewell,
Sara Inkster, and Barry Hopewell.

Joyce Hopewell
Advances in printing technology have allowed the
recent publication of the first full-colour Huber book
in the English language at a reasonable price – an
exciting development considering the great use of
colour made in Huber charts, particularly in assessing
the whole chart and the aspect pattern.
Aspect patterns were first introduced in Bruno and
Louise Huber’s Aspect Pattern Astrology, providing a key
to understanding inner motivation.
In this new book by the author of The Cosmic Egg
Timer and The Living Birth Chart, the individual aspect
figures from Aspect Pattern Astrology are fully illustrated
in colour. The meaning is given for each individual
aspect figure, together with an example chart and
interpretation.
See the review on page 30.
Local London Group

The London Astrology Group meets monthly in
Battersea for three hours on a Saturday afternoon
to consider various aspects of psychological and
esoteric astrology. The next few meetings cover
topics included in the syllabus of the APA Diploma
Course: intercepted planets, houses with two cusps,
unaspected planets, stressed planets, tension rulers,
and personal and spiritual psychosynthesis. Topics
in spring and summer 2011 will explore links with
transformation and the work of Dane Rudhyar,
the Quabalah, and the Western Esoteric Tradition.
Information on future meetings is on the website
www.astrologicalpsychology.org under
“Local
Groups”. If you would like to attend please contact
suelewis7@tiscali.co.uk.

1985 A4
sheet

1987 A5
booklet

2004
part colour

1991

2008

1998 A4
magazine

2009 full
colour online

Yvonne Taylor - A Celebration
A beautiful celebration of Yvonne Taylor’s life was held
on 15th July 2010 in London. Joyce and Barry Hopewell
and Sue Lewis of APA attended. See tributes on page
4. An early Conjunction contribution from Yvonne is also
included on page 14.
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Yvonne Taylor 1948 – 2010
The news of Yvonne’s death from cancer
on the 8th July was very sad but, for me,
not a surprise. We had kept in touch
over the months as she bravely fought
her illness, and two days before she died
I received a final e-mail message saying
“I’m going downhill now”. In spite of
pain she lived life to the full right up to
the end. Not many weeks before the end
she even made the long journey to South
Africa to see her latest grandchild!
We had known each other for more
than 25 years from the time when she was
doing the API Diploma Course, and she invited me to
South Africa to run some workshops on the Hubers’
approach. She worked tirelessly at projects she become
involved with and had already developed a network of
people who were enthusiastic about Huber astrology,
so I ran workshops in Johannesburg, Durban and Cape
Town to very enthusiastic participants.
Yvonne and husband Robert had bought the
bungalow on the land next to their own house in
Johannesburg and Yvonne, with her good taste and sense
of harmony had developed this into a very beautiful and
special Centre for personal growth. When I’d finished

my three year psychosynthesis training
I made further visits to South Africa
to work with groups who were keen to
expand their own sense of self-awareness
and develop their life potential. Yvonne’s
hard work and organisational ability
ensured the success of these workshops
and she became a beacon to which many
were drawn.
When she & Robert moved to
England to undertake the psychosynthesis
training themselves, Yvonne became
more involved with the Huber school
and became a Council Member. Around this time
Robert became involved in a Men’s Group originating
in America and Yvonne decided to take this under her
belt and set up a similar group for Women. She started
running groups in South Africa and once again brought
light into the lives of others.
Whatever she turned her attention to she did with
total dedication and love and she used all her skills and
humanity to help others to lighten their lives. She will
be sadly missed both in South Africa and in this country.

Yvonne with Bruno & Louise Huber

Yvonne with Joyce and Richard

I first met Yvonne in 1988 at a 5 day seminar with
Bruno and Louise Huber at Froebel College Institute in
London. Yvonne celebrated her 40th birthday while we
were there. The photo of her with the Hubers was taken
that day. Louise presented her with a bouquet of flowers
and we all sang "Happy Birthday".
Yvonne and I became friends, and over a period
of 22 years we shared, amongst other things, astrology
and poring over charts, long conversations on diverse
topics, shopping expeditions in London, walks together
in Devon and Cheshire, "Face to Face" at the Beacon
Centre and Buckland Hall, API Council meetings and
astrological conferences. Yvonne was a Diploma Course
tutor for many years, and the workshops she organised
in Johannesburg in both astrological psychology and
psychosynthesis inspired many South African students
to study with API.
I remember how energised she was when she first
attended a "Woman Within" workshop. Talking with her
about it on the phone, I told her she sounded different.
She wanted to know in what way, and I said her voice

somehow sounded stronger. She was delighted I'd
picked this up over the phone as she'd been working
on strengthening it during the workshop. She went on
to train as a facilitator for "Woman Within" and worked
with women in the UK, US and South Africa. She really
had found her voice!
At one point, Yvonne told me she wanted to learn
beading and showed me books on this subject with packs
of beads she'd bought. At the start of her memorial
service, we were invited to take two beads from small
bags which were passed around. At the end, we were
asked to hold our beads and infuse them with joyful
memories before returning one on our way out, keeping
the other as a personal token. The returned beads were
for a necklace of remembrance, each one symbolising
how all present were linked by, and with, Yvonne.
Dear friend, your amazing blue eyes sparkled with fun
when we shared love, laughter, learning, and often badlybehaved giggles in lectures at astrological conferences.
I’ll sign off now as you always did, with "Lotsaluv".
Joyce Hopewell
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Richard Llewellyn

Academic Conferences, Summer 2010
The academic world has evolved since I graduated in
1972, disillusioned by the apparent incompatibility of
an overlapping quest for intellectual achievement and an
even more urgent search for Self. These drives are in fact
less diverse than they seem and often complement each
other, for you can always deduce something about the
character of a person from the subjects he or she chooses
to study, whether or not those choices were made freely
or under duress. Nowadays there is greater awareness of
the subtle energies that contribute to health, wellbeing
and wholeness, and many more interdisciplinary studies
have developed to explore the beliefs and emotions
that contribute to our culture and understanding in this
complex world.
In Introduction II to Modern Esoteric Spirituality, Jacob
Needleman wrote:
“We could say that the scholar attends to the “horizontal”
dimension of religion, its forms and manifestations in culture and
history; the seeker attends to the “vertical” dimension, understood
as the movement within oneself toward inner freedom or, to use
other language, toward God.
The scholar looks outward; the seeker looks inward (or
“upward”)... The possibility of the development within the
human person of a presence that contains and reconciles both
these movements is, it seems to me, a central defining characteristic
recognized and even emphasized by teachings that may authentically
be termed esoteric.”
For me, the decision to study for an MA in Western
Esotericism by distance learning at the University of
Exeter is a natural way forward to take my teaching and
practice of astrology into a broader cultural context.
My Cancerian Sun is delighted to become a student
once more while my Capricornian Ascendant seeks the
greater authority that comes with more comprehensive
knowledge.
This summer I attended three conferences that
enhanced this context, in London, Bristol and Bath.
On 26 June a one-day symposium on “Emotions
and Health, 1200-1700” was organised by the Centre
for the History of Emotions at Queen Mary, University
of London. Scholars from universities in Cambridge,
London, Pennsylvania and Manchester lectured on the
passions of the soul, the pathologies of sleep, the impact
of fear, music and subtle spirits.
As stated by Peter Forshaw in Bristol a fortnight later,
the four pillars of traditional medicine are philosophy,
astrology, alchemy and virtues.
Many more conferences of a similar nature are being
held across Europe. To find out more, go to www.qmul.
ac.uk/emotions and join an email circulation list.
Nobody predicted that the Bristol conference,
“Imagined Astrology: Painted Schemes and Threads
for the Soul” scheduled for April, would be postponed
to 10/11 July because of volcanic ash, but it was worth
waiting for. There were several good talks, most illustrated

with pictorial images of signs and planets. Darrelyn
Gunzberg outlined her monumental work of unravelling
the imagery and symbolism of Giotto’s astrological
frescoes at the Town Hall in Padova. Liz Greene drew
some astonishing parallels between Victorian magical
astrology and the development of Freudian and Jungian
psychologies.
At Bristol and Bath there were talks on
archaeoastronomy or astroarchaeology. Ronald
Hutton drew attention to the lack of dialogue between
archaeologists in universities digging holes in the ground
and amateur enthusiasts measuring the angles between
ancient observatories and the starry skies, whereas
Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke showed us just how many
sacred sites there are.
Although the Sophia Centre is now located at the
University of Wales, it continues to hold its annual
conference in Bath. “Astrologies”, 24/25 July, focussed
on the cultural context and intellectual lineage of western
astrology, attracting good speakers from overseas as
well as its own team and other UK academics. It was
well attended by astrologers and offered a few student
bursaries, enabling APA student Karen Rowlinson to
attend.
An eclectic range of presentations covered historical
figures, biblical imagery and contemporary culture. The
talks on astro-chemistry, how astrologers read charts, and
the horoscope itself were more hands on. Liz Greene
is initiating work on signs, signatures and symbols that
will no doubt feature in next year’s conference, “Sky and
Symbol”, set for 11/12 June 2011. For more information
email n.campion@lamp.ac.uk or google ‘sophia
conferences’.
Sue Lewis
Astrological Association Conference

As well as speaking on Aspect Patterns at the AA
Conference in September, Kathy Rogers presented
a short plenary talk on APA’s chart, which she has
summarised on page 24.

The View from Venus
Signposts on planetary cycleway in York.
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APA CONTACTS
Course Administration
David Kerr*
01479 831374
david.kerr@astrologicalpsychology.org

Bookshop
Linda Tinsley
01704 544652
lucindatinsley@talktalk.net

Chart Data Service
Richard Llewellyn
0151-606-8551
r.llewellyn@btinternet.com

Principal Emeritus
Joyce Hopewell
01565-633829
api.principal@zen.co.uk

Publications
Barry Hopewell*
01565-633829
barry.hopewell@zen.co.uk

Computer Software
Elly Gibbs
0151-677-0779
software.huber@btinternet.com

Enquiries
David Kerr*
01479 831374
enquiries@astrologicalpsychology.org

Web Master
Jane Brooks
0161-221-2224
jane@astrologicalpsychology.org

Conjunction Editor (acting)
Barry Hopewell*
01565 633829
editor@astrologicalpsychology.org

Treasurer
Sue Parker*
01492 513024.
suellysfaen@talktalk.net

Membership
Trish Crawford
01559 370931
membership@astrologicalpsychology.org
Trustees are indicated by *. For details of tutors see www.astrologicalpsychology.org

RESOURCES
APA BOOKSHOP
On-line Bookshop at

www.astrologicalpsycholog y.org
books, booklets, CD’s, audio tapes
related to the Hubers and astrological psychology
10% discount to APA members
For details of new and second-hand books and learning material
please contact Linda Tinsley for a current catalogue.
70 Kensington Road, Southport, PR9 0RY
tel: +44(0)1704-544652
email: lucindatinsley@talktalk.net

ASTROLOGICAL SOFTWARE
ASTRO CORA, MEGASTAR, REGULUS,
REGULUS LIGHT
& Special Student Edition – Regulus API(UK)
Advice and software on CD:
Elly Gibbs, Huber Software Distribution
27 Lombardy Ave, Wirral CH49 3AE, UK
Tel: +44(0)151-677-0779.
email: software.huber@btinternet.com
Software download:
www.catharsoftware.com

HUBER CHART
DATA SERVICE
A comprehensive range of data & charts
on paper or acetate produced to a very
high standard using Megastar Software

Aspect Patterns in Colour
by Joyce Hopewell

At last, a colour book in English featuring aspect
patterns and inner motivation, with examples.

Contact Richard Llewellyn, Huber Chart Data Service,
27 Lombardy Ave., Wirral CH49 3AE, UK
Tel: 0151-606-8551
email: r.llewellyn@btinternet.com

The individual aspect figures from
Aspect Pattern Astrology are fully
illustrated in colour. The meaning is
given for each individual aspect figure,
together with an example chart and
interpretation.
Available from APA Bookshop

Natal House & Node Charts + Click – Integration
Dynamic Quadrants –Transits – Progressions
– Personal Rays – Relationship Charts …

Visit the APA website at www.astrologicalpsychology.org
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Student/Member Updates
Courses
Don’t Panic!
The Diploma Course has three Assessed Assignments –
the first comes at the end of Module 2, the second at the
end of Module 4 and the third at the end of Module 6.
These are slightly different from the assignments which
follow each Unit as they are marked, not just by your
personal tutor, but by two other tutors, one of whom
acts as moderator to ensure that the other two tutors
are marking to a consistent standard. In this way APA
ensures that students are being treated fairly and that our
standard of marking is upheld alongside the standard of
work submitted by students.
You could view this as a check on the standards
of tuition we offer as well as being a way of checking
that you have the required understanding of the course
material under your belt at each of these stages in the
course.
Many students, as they approach one of the Assessed
Assignments, get cold feet, worry or panic. The message
A Student’s Experience – The Half-Way Point
Well, it has taken me far too long, but after over 3
years I have actually reached the half-way point of the
Diploma Course. I think I may finish the course after all!
It isn’t that I ever thought that I wouldn’t finish, it’s just
often felt a bit like I was moving through molasses and
would periodically pause, foot lifted in the air, become
somewhat distracted, and lose track of where I was going
to put it down. I haven’t necessarily always kept the end
in sight, but I haven’t fallen irretrievably down into the
sticky stuff of no return yet, either.
There have been legitimate reasons for the pauses;
those periods just stretched out, and by the time I could
bring my thoughts and energy back to focusing on the
course, I found that I needed to back-track and review
much of what had come before in order to work through
the assignments, the course material often feeling
unfamiliar by the time I picked it up again. I sometimes
didn’t even manage to finish a unit before drifting away
from the studies and needing, again, to refresh my
memory. Several times I had a pretty good work-rhythm
going, when another difficulty would surface, requiring
my attention. This has had its virtues (i.e. reviewing the
material), but I doubt I’d be saying that if I hadn’t found
myself needing to find them. Rationalization after-thefact is common enough, and I suppose Mercury in
Libra can offer me no end of balanced and reasonablesounding rationalizations.
It is said that we are creatures of habit and for me,
once I get out of the habit of working on the course, it
has been difficult to get into it again. Perhaps if I’d had
a normal working pace, I might have become aware of
the flow of cardinal, fixed, and mutable energies; when

here is Don’t Panic! If you’ve sailed through the Module
you were working on, and have received good feedback
and helpful guidance from your tutor, then you’re likely
to sail through the Assessed Assignment too.
Treat these assignments as you would any other.
You’ve covered the material, you know what to look for
and which techniques to apply, you’re encouraged by
tutors to hypothesise on the chart and take a risk (you may
not always be right, but you’ll be showing that you can
apply what you’ve learned), and as with all assignments,
this is an opportunity for you to put your understanding
into practise.
The best advice for students is, and always has been,
“Just get on and DO it!” when you reach an Assessed
Assignment, and approach it in the same way as the
regular assignments. Cut out the panic stage (if you’re
that way inclined) and have confidence in what you’ve
learned and already know.
Joyce Hopewell.
I manage to stay with a unit long enough, I almost get
a sense of that movement, but I may just be a little too
dominated by my mixed fixed/linear shaping to really
enjoy the flow of all three movements in a nice rhythm.
These conflicting motivations are evident in my course
progress, vacillating between stop and go, progressing in
“fits and starts”.
Compulsion is a destructive trap for me and with all the
red energy in my chart (7 aspects), plus the contribution
from its dynamic shaping, I find it difficult at times to
maintain the sort of tension necessary for achievement
without pushing and losing awareness of a perspective
and the unfolding process seeking to take place. It is also
hard for me to rest – being stuck is certainly not the same
thing; I can be accomplishing all sorts of other things, just
not the course work! I’m beginning to learn that I need to
find a peaceful place where I can see how to be attracted
forward, rather than pushed from behind, to develop a
balanced work rhythm that satisfies my desire to achieve
without being driven by it. At the moment, I think that
I may be able to manage that by working with Mercury
through the aspect structure
in a different way to light up
the Achievement Triangle
of the Animated Figure in
my chart. My hope for the
second half of the course
is to be able to maintain
those vital connections to a
rhythmic flow.
Who knows? If I can
manage this, it may even take
me less than 3 ½ years to finish!
Diane Kelley
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Reading Conjunction
Don’t forget that reading Conjunction provides a valuable
resource to supplement your studies.
For example, in this issue David Kerr and Sue Lewis
expand on particular features covered in the Diploma
Course – the Ptolemaic Diagram and Intercepted Planets.
Yvonne Taylor reminds us of important psychological
concepts pioneered by Jung, and Jeremy Cooper reflects
on his experience of taking and tutoring the Diploma
Course. And different approaches to chart interpretation
in different situations are exemplified by Joyce Hopewell,
Kathy Rogers and Richard Llewellyn. Finally, Catharine
Collier places astrological psychology in the context of
modern thinking on human consciousness, exemplified
by the work of Ken Wilber.

Correspondence
Response to Jane Ritson article on Low Point
Jupiter (CJ49, page 17)
Dear Jane,
I was intrigued and delighted to read your article,
‘Low Point Jupiter’ re your husband’s synesthesia, as I
too have always experienced sound as colour, but this
caused me severe learning difficulties as a child because I
could not learn to read as the colours ‘drowned out’ the
sound.
I have since found several other people who have this
ability, but as you say, everyone experiences it in their
own idiosyncratic way. I wonder if other readers have
the same experience or have found examples among
their clients? Two of my friends, a medical doctor and
a retired teacher experience this phenomenon, and I
once heard of a plumber who said that the sound of a
dripping tap was pink!
Earlier in life I set out to trace the origin of this odd
ability, and so took a course in Colour Theory, during
which I found a reference to what was identified as a
‘confusion of the senses of colour and sound before they
were properly differentiated’ and which was regarded
as a ‘throwback to an earlier brain function’. This was
in an obscure medical book which I found in a London
library. I do not now remember that the condition was
given a name, but the book was old and fusty even in the
seventies.
However, once I started studying astrological
psychology I examined my chart for the origin of this
function. The problems which it caused occurred
between the ages of 7 to 12 years so it was easy to pinpoint
the planetary energies involved, which in my case were
a square to Pluto, a conjunction between Mercury and
Uranus, a blue/green gap and when the Age Point had
passed Low Point Mars and finally reached the Sun I
learned to read fluently! But the resolution was only in
learning to read. The colours have remained and have
added much beauty to life.
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And then there are the book reviews, including the
valuable new resource Aspect Patterns in Colour.
A veritable feast!
And don’t be shy about putting forward your own
thoughts, experiences, news and examples of good work,
which might help fellow students along the way. Send
contributions to:
editor@astrologicalpsychology.org
Members’ Online Forum
Your tutor is your first point of contact for courserelated queries. But don’t forget to check out and use
the APA members' online forum for more general
queries, conversations and information sharing.
http://huberastrologyforum.lefora.com
Looking at your husband’s chart I notice that as well
as having that lovely visual perception bestowed by the
linear green quincunx from Jupiter to Mercury, he also
has a semi-sextile from Uranus to Venus, and, as you say
being a Cancerian, it is no surprise that his synesthesia
should involve food, and that it is all the more enhanced
by that aspect between Uranus and Venus, as Venus is,
after all, our taste-bud tool planet and she also shines
through Cancer for your husband! But until reading your
article, I had attached this sound/colour phenomenon to
Uranus, due to my own experience and that of one of
my friends – Uranus sextile Venus – although neither of
them have experienced this phenomenon as presenting
difficulties.
But due to my experience of the Mercury/Uranus
conjunction I see Uranus as a great eagle flying into the
higher sun (Pluto) with, as per the fable, a little wren
nestling on its back (Mercury), dazzled by the view, but
having its ordinary learning capacity paralysed by this
close proximity and enormous height.
Thank you for calling attention to this interesting
phenomenon of synesthesia and providing a name and
news of modern research!
Greetings from South Africa,
Catharine Collier
Jane further responds
It was nice to hear the response from Catharine.
It is difficult to pinpoint an exact significator for
synesthesia especially as people seem to experience
it in different ways. Possibly Uranus in combination
with another planet could be ‘in the frame.’ Especially
Catharine’s Mercury/Uranus.
Thanks for the opportunity of responding to this
prior to the publication of Conjunction.
All the best,
Jane Ritson

Ptolemy Revisited
by David Kerr
David expands on the origins and meaning of the Ptolemaic Diagram, which is introduced early in
the Diploma Course.
Students encounter the name of Ptolemy in the
very first lesson of the APA Diploma Course in the
context of establishing the use of aspects based on
multiples of 30º in the Huber birth chart. Although
students are asked to study the Ptolemaic Diagram
shown below as being an important foundation to
understanding aspects, as a tutor I frequently find
myself having to refer them back to it later in the
course. It may therefore be worthwhile to spend
a little more time examining this diagram and
discussing its origin.

The Ptolemaic Diagram
A question which sometimes arises is “Why are
the aspects drawn from 0º Leo?”. One attempt to
answer that was previously published in an article by
Richard Llewellyn in Conjunction No. 29. Although
it raised some interesting points it did not, for me
at least, give a definitive answer. For that we must
go back to the time of the Classical astrologers and
the writings of Ptolemy, whose name we associate
with this arrangement of the aspects (but with an
important exception which I shall come to later).
Claudius Ptolemaeus (100-178 AD) was born in
Egypt and was one of the foremost astronomers,

geographers and astrologers of his time. His
astrological legacy comes down to us in the
Tetrabiblos, otherwise titled Mathematical Treatise in
Four Books, although in spite of that name it deals
exclusively with astrology. Tetrabiblos is not the
product of Ptolemy’s thoughts alone but is also a
compilation and systemisation of the writings of his
predecessors. It therefore gives us a good picture of
the state of astrological knowledge and practice in
the 2nd century, and was a foundational work for
astrologers up to the Renaissance period, and even
to the present day in some cases.
The diagram is a graphic representation of
Ptolemy’s attribution of planetary rulers to the signs,
and the angular relationships between the signs and
the luminaries (Sun and Moon), which were also
associated with the quality of the relevant planet.
Of course, at that time only the luminaries and the
five planets from Mercury to Saturn were known,
and the Earth was believed to be the centre of the
universe. At this point I can do no better than quote
more or less directly from Tetrabiblos:
“Since of the twelve signs the most northern, which
are closer than the others to our zenith and therefore most
productive of heat and of warmth are Cancer and Leo, they
assigned these to the greatest and most powerful heavenly
bodies, that is, to the luminaries. Leo, which is masculine, to
the Sun and Cancer, feminine, to the Moon. In keeping with
this they assumed the semicircle from Leo to Capricorn to be
solar and that from Aquarius to Cancer to be lunar so that
in each of the semicircles one sign might be assigned to each
of the five planets as its own, one bearing aspect to the Sun
and the other with the Moon [in the order of their perceived
distance from the sun]. For to Saturn, in whose nature cold
prevails... and which occupies the orbit furthest from the
luminaries, were assigned the signs opposite Cancer and
Leo, namely Capricorn and Aquarius, with the additional
reason that these signs are cold and wintry and further that
their diametrical [opposition] aspect is not consistent with
beneficence. To Jupiter... were assigned the two signs next to
the foregoing,.. Sagittarius and Pisces, in triangular [trine]
aspect to the luminaries, which is a harmonious and beneficent
configuration. Next, to Mars... there were assigned again
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the two signs contiguous to the former, Scorpio and Aries
having a similar nature and agreeable to Mars’ destructive
and inharmonious quality, in quartile [square] aspect to the
luminaries. To Venus... were given the next two signs which
are extremely fertile, Libra and Taurus. These preserve the
harmony of the sextile aspect; another reason is that this
planet is never more than two signs removed from the Sun in
either direction. Finally, there were given to Mercury, which
never is further removed from the Sun than one sign in either
direction... the remaining signs, Gemini and Virgo which are
next to the houses of the luminaries.” [Tetrabiblos I. 17]
So there you have it, the point of 0º is chosen
because it is the division between the solar and the
lunar hemispheres. Ptolemy makes clear not only
the angular relationships but also the quality of the
aspects themselves which are associated with the
nature of the planets.
I wrote above that there was an important
exception and you will probably have noticed that
in the preceding extract there is no mention of the
quincunx and semi-sextile. The reason is that Ptolemy
regarded the relationship between signs which were
either one or five signs apart as “disjunct” or “alien”.
They had nothing in common, being neither of the
same gender, cross or temperament. In the case
of the semi-sextile, adjacent signs were deemed to
be “averted” from each other and although two
signs may be involved, they encompass the angle
of only one. In other words, there was no way the
adjacent signs could “behold” each other so there
could not be an aspect between them. In the case
of the quincunx, the angle divides the circle into
unequal parts, unlike the other aspects which divide
the circle into equal parts of two (opposition), three
(trine), four (square) or six (sextile). The quincunx
and semi-sextile were therefore dissonant, and
indeed Ptolemy cites Pythagorean musical theory
to support his case for a harmonic relationship
between the other aspects, based on the division in
certain proportions of a plucked string to produce
consonant intervals.
The evolution of human consciousness and
individuality has come a long way since the second
century, however, and in modern psychological
astrology the semi-sextile and quincunx offer a way
to understand links between different parts of our
personalities that may not appear on the surface
to connect with each other very well. In that sense
we regard them as consciousness-raising aspects.
The attribution of planetary qualities to the green

aspects makes sense to us as well. In the case of
the semi-sextile, the association with the Mercurial
activities of communication and the gathering,
exchange and dissemination of information is a
commonly accepted idea. In earlier centuries (and
even today in the minds of some astrologers)
Saturn was called “The Great Malefic”, and every
evil consequence was laid at its door. Today, we also
recognise the other side of its nature as “The Great
Teacher” so it is appropriate that, unlike any other
planet, we associate its qualities with two aspects,
the opposition representing the negative, blocking,
side and the quincunx signifying the urge towards
growth and experiential learning.
It may be understood from the foregoing
discussion of this topic that Huber astrology is
part of an astrological continuum which began in
the earliest times when humanity began to ponder
it relationship with the Cosmos. It is not just some
recent invention without deep roots in the past even
though its psychological application is adapted to the
changing awareness of human individuality that has
evolved over the centuries. The Hubers’ researches
in some cases merely corroborated and elaborated
on features that were already known since Classical
times or even earlier and the attribution of planetary
qualities to the aspects is just one of several examples
of that.
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤
The time of the year

Scorpio
Cathedral of St Denis, Paris

Sagittarius
Eglise St Pierre, Chauvigny

Capricorn
Cathedral of St Denis, Paris
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Living with Intercepted Planets
and Experiencing the Advancement of the Age Point through
Intercepted Signs

by Sue Lewis
Sue is inspired by the brief Learning Point in Issue 49 to demonstrate that experience of intercepted
planets is not always so simple!
The last issue of Conjunction included a brief learning
point about intercepted planets (planets in signs that
have no house cusp). I was reminded of how deeply
unsatisfactory I have always found Bruno Huber’s
suggestion that intercepted planets were “not for the
world”. After all, those of us who were born with ego
planets in intercepted signs have to make the most of
them in the world, however difficult that may be.
Noel Tyl has described the old teaching that
“‘interception’ connoted ‘imprisonment’, a planet being caged
in somehow, limited, held apart” as being untenable in the
modern context of psychological chart interpretation
and is not surprised when “a client with six planets in the
9th house with an interception there announced at the outset
of our consultation that she was an international lawyer and
had travelled to 48 countries for women’s rights.” 1 Another
web commentator says that, “intercepted planets have to
work overtime to feel appropriate, and as though it’s OK to
manifest.” 2
Certainly my Aries Sun mother was forever
telling me to assert myself more while holding my
emotions in check, which isn’t quite how it works for
a Cancerian Sun with Moon in Aries. As I rectified
my mother’s chart I came to the conclusion that
she had Mars and Neptune intercepted in Cancer,
which went some way towards explaining why she
alternately pushed me into challenging situations
and prevented me from doing things that scared her.
There’s no doubt of the importance of Aries in my
chart [see next page], in my strongly aspected Moon
and North Node, and in the important people in my
life who have the Sun in that sign.
Working with interceptions is not easy. As Joanne
Wickenburg puts it:
“While intercepted signs describe needs of the personality,
the individual has a difficult time accessing and developing
these needs. There are no obvious doors (cusps) leading to the
experiences required. Lack of a doorway leading into any
‘room’ creates a dilemma when attempting to discover what
lies within.” 3
In the original transcript of the workshop,
Astrology and the Seven Rays Bruno differentiated
between an intercepted planet in the middle of a
house, around the balance point for example – which

he described as being similar to a low point planet
– and a planet close to the cusp that tries to portray
itself as a cuspal planet. In response to a question
about an intercepted Neptune in Scorpio behind a
Sagittarius AC, he replied: “You will have to find out
yourself whether those compulsory over-compensatory things
probably play a part. Because it’s – I would have to see the chart
exactly and say – well I would judge it’s more like this or more
like that.” 4 That doesn’t tell us much and I suspect
that Bruno became reticent on interception because
his son, Michael, has seven planets intercepted in
fire signs including Moon in Aries and Sun in Leo.5
When I met Michael at Buckland Hall in September
2003 he commented on a certain similarity between
our charts [on the next page], both with Capricorn
ascending and all the fire planets intercepted. Michael,
as we know from recent publications, is creative and
artistic and continues to develop fresh techniques for
interpreting charts psychologically and spiritually.6 In
this way he channels his fire temperament.
In the depths of a Spanish transcription of a
course Michael Huber gave in April 2003 I have
recently uncovered his discussion of the charts of
people with more than six planets on low points or
intercepted, and here is my rough translation into
English.
Children with more than half their planets on
low points or in intercepted houses could be difficult
to bring up, as he had been, because they could not
respond with the spontaneous immediacy expected
of them and closed down when put under pressure
by parents or teachers. Such a child must develop
his own inner life. As adults they continue to live in
an inner world that doesn’t quite correspond to the
world around them. To some extent this is true of
everyone, but for these people the problem is more
acute. It takes time and sensitivity to get close to
them and encourage them little by little. Of his own
chart he said:
As you can see, the whole of Leo is intercepted; there is no
exit. Neptune is also intercepted, Saturn is on a low point and
so is the Node. The Moon is a special case because it is very
close to the cusp of the next house, but in an intercepted sign.
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Sue Lewis

Michael Huber

16.07.1949, 19:45, Walthamstow, London

09.08.1955, 17:17, Zürich, Switzerland

At times I live it in a very extrovert way and at other times I
am very introverted.
You could pretty much say that only Uranus and
occasionally the Moon function as cuspal planets. That’s the
crazy child, and that’s what my teachers and minders were
always telling me I was.
The advantage is that the inner life is very well protected
from external incursions. This enables one to bring out
one’s creative side, but generally speaking, these planets need
dedication, preparation and plenty of time.7
The best explanation of how intercepted planets
operate that I have found in an English book is in The
Cosmic Egg Timer:
“The effect is that the planet has no easy way of expressing
its energies out into the world – the world will not tend to ‘hear
what it is saying’. The potential for conflict is greater if the
energy by sign of this planet is very strong. In the example,
Sun, Mercury and Mars are intercepted in the sign of Scorpio
in the 4th house. The subject has often found that groups ignore
what he is saying, as if he were not there.” 8
This example emphasises the difficulties of
working with planets in intercepted signs without
negating their importance to the individual or
suggesting that, like Victorian children, they should
stay quietly in the background. A similar introduction
to interception is included in Module 4 of the APA
Diploma Course.
One of the most likely outcomes of an intercepted
Moon is that emotional interchange between parents
and child did not meet the infant’s needs. There
may have been too much or too little affection, or
inconsistency in the attention given. However it
operated in the context of the individual’s family life,

the contact was uneasy, the child felt insecure and
had difficulty in developing spontaneous emotional
self-expression. I channelled my emotions into the
stories I read, which served me quite well until I went
to university, where I discovered the pitfalls of being
too emotionally involved in difficult texts.
Whereas Michael described his inner world as a
refuge from the world where creativity could thrive,
in my case – with four intercepted planets and one
planet just beyond the low point – the inner and outer
worlds do come into conflict. At age 21 I discovered
that emotional involvement in what I read impaired
my intellectual objectivity and I was no longer able to
intellectualise my feelings. All that introspective fire –
and I have Venus and Pluto conjunct in intercepted in
Leo at the end of linear trines from intercepted Aries
– had to find an outlet whether or not the world liked
it. This was when Uranus transited through the early
part of Libra, squaring itself, opposing the Moon and
then triggering Mercury in Cancer and Neptune in
intercepted Libra – the other angles of my efficiency
triangle. The natal Age Point in Taurus squared Pluto
and Venus in intercepted Leo while the nodal AP at
the beginning of Capricorn opposed natal Uranus
on the DC. Though the Age Points were progressing
through houses with the same sign on two cusps, the
intercepted planets were challenged and I cannot in
any way agree with the statement that “it can feel as
though the planet is not there at all.” 9 Admittedly it
was very difficult to share what was going on with
anyone else but personal survival required it to be
done. Working with feelings and finding ways of
expressing them and transforming them to a higher
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level of operation continues to be an important task
in this lifetime.
Most people writing about intercepted signs
and signs with two cusps agree with Bruno and
Louise Huber that the environment can be very
demanding of a sign with two cusps,10 but several
point out that as a house with an intercepted sign is
larger, spanning over three signs, transiting planets
stay in the house for a longer period and there is an
opportunity to take in a wider variety of experience.
Certainly my experience of age progression through
the 9th house, which starts in Virgo, passes through
intercepted Libra and ends in Scorpio was of a period
of important changes of emphasis and relationships.
When trying to understand intercepted signs, it’s
important to reflect on the polarities. As Chris McRae
writes, where the Aries/Libra axis is intercepted, “the
me/you psychology is often out of balance because of too many
obligations and self-imposed responsibilities. It takes practice
learning how to say, ‘no I can’t do that right now. My schedule
is overloaded.’” 11 That’s an accurate description of the
way I overload myself.
Bob Marks has some interesting points on
intercepted polarities. I’m continuing with the Aries/
Libra theme because it illuminates my chart but you
can find all the others on his website:
“Intercepted Aries makes it difficult to take action. Since
Pisces is the sign on the cusp (beginning) of the house, the
person will generally find it easy to daydream in the area of
life ruled by that house… Taking action tends to get put off.
When they finally do act, they are likely to suddenly dive in as
if they had never thought about the thing they were considering.
Pisces is dreamy and peaceful. Aries is aggressive. Intercepted
Aries makes it difficult to be assertive in the life area ruled by
the house where it is located. Pisces on the cusp would rather
avoid confrontation. Those with an intercepted Aries may
fear taking action or asserting themselves. Emotional pressure
can build up, and when they finally do assert themselves, they
frequently explode, doing something totally inappropriate. In
the opposite house, it is difficult for them to form partnerships
where both parties are equal. For example, if the intercepted
Libra is in the 6th house, that would cause problems treating
co-workers as equals. If it were in the 11th house, the problem
would be with friends. Since Virgo is the sign on the house
cusp, a person with intercepted Libra will be seen as a servant
in that area, or as someone who is always supplying services, or
who always has the answers. Conversely, other people may be
the ones who are forced into the role of servants. A balanced
relationship is difficult to achieve and sustain.” 12
Vinnie Ambrosio refers to the excitement of
release, saying of complex interceptions containing
lights (Sun or Moon) or planets:

“Each light and planet is representative of many of life’s
principles, and when one or more of them is intercepted, those
principles are developed on an internal, almost unconscious
level. Intercepted planets can almost be seen exploding out into
the external world later on in life. This is usually mistaken for
a change of life phase, when it is really a graduation ceremony
for that portion of the Soul.” 13
With this I look forward to the entry of my Age
Point into Sagittarius next year. Although I have
no planets in Sagittarius I sense the opportunity
offered by fire that is not intercepted, along with the
stimulating transits of Jupiter and Uranus through
Aries, to develop freer expression in a more stable
and flowing form.
Interceptions are quite common in the charts of
people born in Northern Europe. They aren’t easy to
access or explain, but they are worthy of attention,
and if you Google “intercepted planets” you will find
a number of articles, definitions and discussions to
take this work forward.
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Anima, Animus and the Shadow
...according to C.G.Jung
by Yvonne Taylor
This was originally two articles published in the early years of Conjunction, stemming from Yvonne’s great
interest in human development. Yvonne reminds us of some of Jung’s key concepts. This material can also be
found in the APA publication “Conjunction Digest” Volume 1.
Anima and Animus

Although Swiss psychologist Carl Gustav
Jung (1875-1961) postulated the terms
‘anima’ and ‘animus’ in the course of
his life’s work, today they are household
words and, as a result, host a variety of
meanings. This discussion considers
Jung’s concept of the archetype anima/
animus.
Jung rarely wrote anything without referring to the
anima and animus and references to these archetypes
run into five pages in the general index of the Collected
Works! His discovery of the anima/animus as an
archetype of the collective unconscious remains one
of his unique contributions to psychology and certainly
one of his most creative.
Each of us has the qualities of the opposite sex,
not only in the biological sense that man and woman
secrete both male and female hormones but also in a
psychological sense of attitudes and feelings. The anima
archetype is the feminine side of the male psyche; the
animus archetype is the masculine side of the female
psyche.
“Every man carries within him the external image of the
woman, not the image of this or that particular woman, but a
definite feminine image. This image is fundamentally unconscious,
an hereditary factor of primordial origin engraved in the living
organic system of the man, an imprint or archetype of all the
ancestral experiences of the female, a deposit as it were, of all the
impressions ever made by woman . Since this image is unconscious
it is always unconsciously projected upon the person of the beloved,
and is one of the chief reasons for passionate attraction or
aversion.” (Collected Works Vol.17, p198)
“Woman has no anima, but she has an animus. The anima
has an erotic, emotional character, the animus, a rationalising
one. Hence most of what men say about feminine eroticism
and particularly about the emotional life of women, is derived
from their own anima projections and distorted accordingly. On
the other hand, the astonishing assumptions and fantasies that
women make about men come from the activity of the animus,
who produces an inexhaustible supply of illogical arguments and
false explanations.” (Collected Works Vol.17, p198)
Because the femininity or masculinity represented by
the anima or animus respectively is unconscious, Jung
noted that it was generally poorly developed. For this
reason he sometimes referred to the anima as a man’s
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‘inferior femininity’. and to the animus as the woman’s
‘inferior masculinity’. The word ‘inferior’ is meant here
in the double sense of lying beneath the individual’s
conscious personality and functioning imperfectly.
To fall hopelessly in love – that idyllic and blissful
state of belonging and oneness that as human beings we
long for – requires that the loved one takes on the role or
image of the anima or animus. When a man falls in love
with a woman, that woman takes on his anima image.
Unconsciously he has a feminine side that is loving,
caring, beautiful, helpless, mysterious, creative, erotic...
These feminine images carried within are related to his
cultural heritage, folklore and mythology; everything
that man through the ages has learnt from woman.
This inner image or collection of images is projected
onto the girlfriend or wife who then has to carry or live
out the role which can range from the heroine to the
Madonna.
Likewise when a woman falls in love with a man,
she sees in him the quality or images of her inner
masculine side. He then becomes the hero – powerful,
intellectual, strong, athletic, rational, stalwart... Again
these powerful images are tempered by the woman’s
culture and mythology. Her man becomes her knight
in shining armour. As we all know, this blissful state of
‘being in love’ does not last. In fact it is usually a time of
limbo, almost a static, stagnant time. We are so ‘in love’
that we are incapable of really doing anything else at all.
We are in a sense, no longer conscious but unconscious.
Then we fall ‘out of love’ and wonder what we saw
in that person in the first place! What has happened,
in effect, is that we reclaim our own very special and
precious soul image. We take it back – back into our
unconscious. Then we start again searching for it!
This can become an endless quest – searching for
the hero/heroine in the outer world, until we gradually
become conscious of these hidden, inner images. Thus
the process of individuation, as Jung named it, can
begin – the process of becoming whole. As Emma Jung
says in her Essays on the Anima and Animus – “the anima
and animus belong on the one hand to the individual consciousness
and on the other hand are rooted in the collective unconscious, thus
forming a connecting link between the personal and the impersonal,
the conscious and the unconscious.”
It seems then that the anima/animus images can
act as the guide/mediator to the unconscious – leading
the individual into a deeper understanding of his/her

unconscious world. It was in dreams that Jung found
that animus/anima figures served as companions or
helpers to the dreamer, echoing countless folk tales,
and pieces of great literature in which a figure of the
opposite sex – ‘an other’ – leads the hero/heroine to the
goal at the end of the story. Those components of the
anima/animus that we do not become conscious of will
manifest themselves in patterns of behaviour. Consider
the following extreme scenarios:
a) imagine a woman in her mid-life years. She is a wife
and mother. She is critical, judgmental about everything.
She runs and organises the home, the husband and the
children. You name it she knows all about it. Powerful
and dominating she ‘wears the pants’ as they say. Such
a woman has little or no self-knowledge of her inner
masculine side. She tries to be like a man and in doing
so is in danger of losing her femininity.
b) The feminist movement or ‘woman’s lib’ has shown
the woman to become very masculine and aggressive in
her attempts to compete with the man in the world. It
is an inferior masculinity – almost more masculine than
the male. It is not a conscious integrated animus that
allows the woman to still retain her femininity and role
as a woman.
c) There is the classic example of the university
professor – the ultimate academic – totally absorbed
in abstract thought, ideas and formulae who has no
knowledge of his inner feminine. He falls head over
heels in love with a dizzy blond, a sexual, seductive type
woman. He becomes powerless and totally submissive
to her. She is his heroine.
d) Then there is the successful businessman, top
man in his field who at times become moody, irrational
and even hysterical. Again there is no self-knowledge.
No idea of his ‘other inner woman’.
Our ultimate aim it seems, according to Jung,
is ‘androgyne’. By bringing into consciousness our
contrasexual elements, understanding them, and then
hopefully finding the balance so we can live our lives as
fulfilled and conscious human beings.
A lifetime’s task!
The Shadow Archetype

Between the idea
And the reality
Between the motion
And the act
Falls the shadow.
Between the conception.
And the creation
Between the emotion
And the response
Falls the shadow.
Between the desire
And the spasm

Between the potency
And the existence
Between the essence
And the descent
Falls the shadow.
The Hollow Men, T.S Eliot.
Just as T.S.Eliot’s haunting words of poetry can introduce
us to the idea of the shadow so also by considering the
following physical metaphor seriously can we begin to
understand Jung’s concept of the “shadow.
Just as any bright sunlight always casts darkness somewhere,
the conscious brightness of the ego always casts a shadow in our
personality.
Those unpleasant and immoral aspects of ourselves
which we would like to think do not exist or have no
effect on our lives – our inferiorities, unacceptable
impulses, shameful actions and wishes – this shadowy
side of our personality is difficult and painful to admit.
It contradicts who we would like to see ourselves as, who
we would like to seem to be in the eyes of others. Our
egoistic sense of self, our autonomy, our uprightness
senses its authority challenged by this shadow and feels
the shadow’s closeness as a threat, a dark brother/sister
continually at our heels.
For this reason, Jung noted how this shadow and all its
qualities will often fall into unconsciousness or may even
be ruthlessly suppressed to maintain the sanctimonious
sweetness of our illusory perfection. Unconsciousness
of the shadow will not make it go away. Its power will
still exist. Just as ignoring our physical shadow does not
prevent its shading whatever or whomever falls in its
path. This psychic shadow when repressed or denied,
continues to work behind the scenes, causing all manner
of neurotic or compulsive behaviour.
“The shadow personifies everything that the subject refuses to
acknowledge about himself and yet is always thrusting itself upon
him, directly or indirectly – for instance inferior traits of character
and other incompatible tendencies.” (CW Vol.9).
Furthermore the shadow contains more of man’s
basic animal and primitive nature than does any other
archetype. Because of its extremely deep roots in our
evolutionary history, it is probably the most powerful
and potentially dangerous of all the archetypes. It
is the source of all that is best and worst in man. If
we suppress the animal/primitive side of our nature,
we may become civilised but we do so at the risk of
decreasing the motive power for spontaneity, creativity,
strong emotions and deep insights. We cut ourselves off
from the wisdom of our instinctual nature, a wisdom
that may be more profound than any learning or culture
can provide.
A shadowless life tends to become shallow and
spiritless. When our ego and our shadow work in
close harmony, then we feel full of vigour and life.
Consciousness is thus expanded and there is a liveliness
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and vitality to not only our mental activity but also to our
physical wellbeing. It is in ourselves that we can begin
to perceive our shadow qualities, providing that we are
willing to acknowledge them as belonging to ourselves.
For example: when an outburst of rage comes over
us, when we suddenly begin to curse or behave crudely,
when quite against our will we act unsocially, when we
are stingy, petty, cowardly, frivolous, or hypocritical; so
displaying qualities which under ‘ordinary’ circumstances
we would carefully hide or repress or of whose existence
we ourselves are unaware. When the emergence of such
traits of character can no longer be overlooked, we ask
ourselves in amazement “How was it possible? Is it
really true that things like that are me?” Jung elaborates
further by saying:
“Everyone carries a shadow and the less it is embodied in
the individual’s conscious life, the blacker and denser it is. If the
repressed tendencies, the shadow as I call them were obviously evil,
there would be no problem whatever. But the shadow is merely
somewhat inferior, primitive, unadapted and awkward; not wholly
bad. It even contains childish or primitive qualities which would in
a way vitalise and embellish human existence. Mere suppression
of the shadow is as little remedy as beheading would be for a
headache. If an inferiority is conscious, one always has a chance
to correct it.
Furthermore it is constantly in contact with other interests,
so that it is continually subjected to modifications. But if it is
repressed and isolated from consciousness, it never gets corrected,
and is liable to burst forth suddenly in a moment of unawareness.
At all events, it forms an unconscious snag, thwarting our most
well-meant intentions.” (CW Vol. 11 p. 76 - 78).
To confront the shadow thus means to take a
mercilessly critical attitude towards our nature. But like
everything of which we are unaware (or unconscious)
the shadow can be experienced in projection upon an
object or person(s) outside ourselves, thus attributing
to other people those nasty, unsavoury qualities that we
would like to deny in ourselves. That is why the ‘other
fellow’ is always to blame, as long as we are not aware of
the darkness in ourselves.
Shadow projection can thus result in paranoia,
suspicion and a lack of intimacy, all of which can
affect relationship between individuals, groups, or even
nations. The ‘journey of individuation’, the pathway
to wholeness involves making a friend of the shadow.
In dreams the shadow may appear first in the role of
antagonist, a personality of the same sex as the dreamer,
and in this it differs from the anima/animus which
usually appears as a member of the opposite sex.
The shadow may appear in many guises in dreams
or fairy tales. Wolves, serpents, lions, whales represent
the ego’s fear of being devoured by the unconscious.
As the ego emerges from the unconscious it leaves the
infantile stage and approaches adolescence. At the same
time, the wild and primitive quality of the shadow figure
suggests its instinctive, unadaptable nature. Therefore it
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must be tamed and civilised. Most terrifying of all is the
shadow’s appearance in dreams as a monster.
In fairy tales, whenever a monster or figure of
menace is encountered, and if the hero of the story
responds with love and kindness, then the figure will
magically change into something innocuous or into a
prince/princess. Thus it seems that our ‘response’ is the
key to the shadow’s challenge. Jung distinguishes further
between two different forms of the shadow although he
uses the same term for both.
The first is the ‘personal shadow’ which has already
been discussed; the second is the ‘collective shadow’,
which stands for the universally human dark side within
us – the tendency toward the dark and inferior that is
inherent in every man. Thus the character of the shadow
of each of us is highly influenced by collective cultural
and religious factors. When the shadow is stringently
repressed by society or when inadequate outlets are
provided for it, disaster often ensues. Jung wrote at the
end of the First World War in 1918,
“The animal in us becomes more beastlike that is no doubt the
reasons why no religion is so defiled with the spilling of innocent
blood as Christianity and why the world has never seen a bloodier
war than the war of the Christian nations” (Vol.10 p.22).
The implication of these observations is that
Christian teachings are very repressive of the shadow.
Even a bad thought is considered a sin. The same
observation could be made regarding World War Two,
which was even bloodier, and today as we teeter on the
brink of a third World War, witnessing daily the build-up
of military powers in the Persian Gulf and the Middle
East. It seems that the repressed collective shadow strikes
back and engulfs nations in wanton bloodshed. The
shadow may become a positive help in life and since it is
far better to have a friend rather than an enemy on our
difficult journey to individual wholeness, recognition of
our shadow results in the integration of the archetype.
The shadow thus demonstrates a valuable lesson of the
correspondence of inner and outer worlds; that is, what
we put out in way of vibrations is what we get back.
Hate returns hate and love returns love.
In conclusion a few more words from Jung,
“True, whoever looks into the mirror of the water will see first
of all his own face. Whoever goes to himself risks a confrontation
with himself. The mirror does not flatter, it faithfully shows
whoever looks into it...” (CW Vol.9 p.20)
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Astrological Psychology – My Story
by Jeremy Cooper
Being now retired from my participation with APA, although definitely not my association with it, I was invited
to write an article about my experiences with astrological psychology. What a challenge(!), considering that, with
my Age Point just past the low point of the 12th house, I really just want to sit on a beach and watch the sea!
However it would seem to me that it is very unlikely that anyone could work through the APA Diploma Course
and not experience some sort of change in their lives. And that has most definitely been my own experience.

Working as a dentist for 29½ years, I had always felt
more drawn to working with people’s minds, rather
than their teeth! I remember one patient asking of me
“Jeremy, are you happy in what you are doing?”
a beautiful life core question that has stayed with
me, although at the time I thought it to be a ridiculous
and stupid question. How mistaken I was!
However, around age 40-41, with Age Point (AP)
conjunct Mars/Uranus in the 8th house, I went
through a massive change of mind, an enormous shift
in the way I perceived myself and the world, brought
about by a personal crisis which turned out to be an
enormous opportunity. At that time I lost almost
everything material – house, cars and all that stuff. And
my marriage and job as well. However I discovered
Buddhism, particularly Tibetan Buddhism. What a gift
and a big thank you! Of course happiness is a major
theme in Buddhism.
Buddhist Teachings tell us that the more familiar our mind is
with virtue, the calmer and more peaceful it becomes. When our
mind is peaceful, we are free from worries and mental discomfort,
we experience true happiness. For we mistakenly believe that by
simply improving external material conditions we can become
truly happy. The teachings tell us that there is no happiness in
the swamp of samsara, and therefore to escape to the firm ground
of freedom.
At that time I received counselling (make it look
good said the doctor, stick a daffodil behind your ear!)
I remember thinking, yes, I would like to do that work,
(being a counsellor).
I was at the point of readiness and preparedness,
emptied of material and other obstructions, ready to
absorb and identify with the beautiful teachings of
Tibetan Buddhism.
In our life, if we are lucky, we receive an invitation – a wake
up call, possibly through crisis (for the ego) or opportunity (for the
soul). I was being shown that the ego’s curriculum is impossible.

At the same time went to the local college and took
GCSE Psychology and a 10 week Counselling Skills
Course. I enjoyed counselling so much that I then
did a one-year RSA counselling course, going on to
a two-year postgraduate diploma in Counselling and
Guidance at the University of Northumbria. Initially it
had come as quite a surprise for me to discover that the
preferred way of delivery of astrology for API was in a
counselling situation!
The path is not an external path at all, but more an internal
search to know the nature of our being, and to address the core
life questions:
“Who am I?”
“What am I doing here?”
“What is my purpose?”
“What do I really want?”
During this time I was attending API Face to Face
workshops at the Beacon Centre near Exeter. It was
wonderful to be with such lovely people, who were
so accepting of each other; and non-judgemental. I
worked hard at astrology, counselling and psychology;
for me it seemed to come about effortlessly, almost a
remembering. Joyce Hopewell and Richard Llewellyn
facilitated “experiential” workshops, something quite
new to me and a little scary! I used to sit at the back,
and hope I couldn’t be seen. It didn’t work! For me the
group situation was a mixture of fear and fascination,
something that I most definitely had to do but which I
found really daunting!

Spirit gently leads, shows us, our pathway in life. Sometimes
not so gently?

The Beacon Centre
However, these workshops helped me to trust that it
was alright to bring out previously hidden bits into the
sunlight and find I was accepted without judgement and
rejection. I was being shown the royal road to freedom.
We simply do not know enough to judge. We do not know
what anything is for. Obviously we think we do know, and that is

The path – as an API student

In 1994, with AP in the 10th house conjunct Pluto, I
was working in a hospital and was made “redundant”
and took early “retirement”. I seized the opportunity
to change occupation, enrolling as a student with API.
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Jeremy Cooper
18.03.1940, 21:50, Hawes, England

our problem. There is a deeper purpose in everything, a purpose
and salvation, that we do not understand. We cannot understand
it as long as we think our conscious goals are the real ones.
Joyce was my tutor for the foundation course,
Val Burnham for the diploma. I am so grateful to
both for their tutoring, wisdom, friendship – and
enCOURAGEment!
At a lunch one day at the Beacon Centre a fellow
student asked of me
“Is there any escape from here?”
“No” I replied, and together we laughed at the
apparent joke. Another beautiful life core question that
has stayed with me. Thank you so much for asking that.
How mistaken I was in my reply!
True freedom is our natural state in Heaven, where our will
to love extends infinitely outward without the obstruction of the
ego. The world is a state of imprisonment, in which we seem to
be imprisoned by the body and external circumstances. Yet this
is just an illusion, a dream, but we think it is real. The real
imprisonment is being a slave to the ego. In this world perhaps
our only freedom is the freedom of choice, the choice between spirit
and ego, heaven and earth, transpersonal and personal, Uranus
and Saturn.
It is all about our shift in perception from fear to
love, of which I was “on a steep learning curve”. A
shift from fear to love and trust. Trust that all would
be provided
At that time a student gave me a beautiful gift, a
copy of Marianne Williamson’s A Return to Love, a
commentary on A Course in Miracles (of which I was not
then aware), which gave the answer to this question,
although at the time we did not know this. Thank you!
A Course in Miracles is a self-study system of spiritual
psychology... contains a synthesis of the teachings that lie at the
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core of the world’s great religions, together with sophisticated
psychological insight. It emphasises the practical application
of its principles, which focus on forgiveness and, thus, the
transformational potential of the mind.*
I was learning about the shift from fear to love in an
experiential way. I was learning about the shift from being
judgemental to acceptance and allowing. And I was learning
about happiness and letting go.
“Why don’t you get some wacky pants, one of my fellow
students asked. Just let go (of all those fears – of entrapment
perhaps) and relax!”
Oh, and I learnt lots of astrology, psychosynthesis
and counselling as well!
Towards the end of the Diploma Course my second
wife and I separated and I went to live on my own in
an apartment in an old Victorian house set in woodland
in Cumbria, where I lived for nearly nine years. I was
blissfully happy there. Freedom and security, heaven
and earth, were my companions. I had lots of friends,
ran my own workshops and did counselling at a therapy
centre. The Lake District was my back garden, with
Conishead Priory, the Manjushri Tibetan Buddhist
Centre nearby in Ulverston.
“Jeremy, you must be free to carry out what you are here to
do” was another message from a student at the Beacon Centre.

Jeremy receives his API Diploma from Wolfhard König

The path – as a tutor and teacher for API

Facilitating workshops for API at Buckland Hall, and
then at the Fellside Centre in Kendal, was both great fun
and a big stretch for me. All fear for the group situation
had gone, and I loved immensely both facilitating and
working with my co-facilitators, and learning with and
from our students. My AP was buzzing through the
11th house and I was dancing through it.
“God would not send you into the forest to cut down trees
with a penknife”
“if you only knew who walked beside you, you would never
be afraid”
Jeremy “just love and enjoy!” – I did
My Buddhist friends say “The best way to help others to be
happy is to be happy oneself ”

I have a vast respect for my co-facilitators and
students – our most important teachers are often
people we respect and whose example we follow. For
me it was a question of joining with the students, and
guiding, inspiring them on their path to awakening and
birthing their Highest Self, through giving them the
very same conditions of love, genuineness, acceptance
and empathy as had been given to me by Joyce and
Richard in the Beacon Centre days.
“To teach is to demonstrate. There are only two thought
systems (ego and spirit) and you demonstrate that you believe one
or the other is true all the time. From your demonstration others
learn, and so do you.”
“Be the change you want to be” Mahatma Ghandi said.
When we strive to become better people – that is more perfect,
and aligned with the energies of the transpersonal planets,
everything around us appears better. Our purpose is not to set the
world right, but simply to set ourselves right.
Or “fake it ‘till you make it” as my fellow Buddhists said
Presence and energy is everything! They are the most effective
teachers.
The Interfaith Seminary

During this time, at an Arcane School conference, I was
so moved by the presence and words of Peter Dewey
from the Interfaith Seminary that I thought, “Yes, this is
the next step”, as I had been wondering how to be with
clients as we moved beyond astrology. I was accepted
into the Interfaith Seminary, and in 2004 was ordained
as an Interfaith Minister and Spiritual Counsellor.
“In reality there is not anyone who is NOT a Minister of
God. Spiritually speaking everyone has been given the Holy task
of birthing their Highest Self ” **
Being with another person at a time of change is an honour
and a privilege. It is holding the space as they move beyond their
daily noise and connect with the Source that nourishes all life.
Holding the space often means sitting and waiting in silence,
waiting for insights and healing.
Holding the space means working with music, prayer and
guided meditations
Holding the space becomes timeless, lifting out and beyond,
into a different world, the real world beyond illusion. In such a
world healing takes place at a very deep level.
Holding the space means listening – in a safe place of
confidentiality, non-judgement and love.
Astrological counselling and workshops

In Cumbria I worked one day a week as an astrological
counsellor at a therapy centre in Barrow-in-Furness.
Four clients, 1½ hours each. Also I facilitated my own
monthly one day workshops, Astrology and Beyond.
For me the Birth Chart is a sacred document, a tool which
can give us a greater knowledge and awareness of ourselves as
personalities

It’s more about smoothing the progress of the shift in
perceptions of the client from fear to love and the removal and
releasing of constrictions and obstacles to love’s presence. Such
obstacles are shown in the birth chart as the archetypal qualities
and motivations of the personality, including the ego. Especially
the concepts of separateness, pain, fear, guilt, anger and attack,
and judgement.
When we fall to earth, we use the earth to pick ourselves up
“If we get a splinter in our finger, we use another splinter to
prise it out” say our Buddhist friends
If we become trapped by Saturn, we use Saturn to escape
to the freedom of Uranus. After all, the keys are in our pocket,
aren’t they?
I always tried to interpret the birth chart from the highest
possible perspective, to enCOURAGE the client to live their
lives in a perfect way at the highest possible level of thought and
behaviour, so as to manifest their total potential creative capacity.
Pluto-Neptune-Uranus at the highest levels
For me, the birth chart and astrology is not an end in itself,
but a way to some point beyond astrology. So for example in
the Aries workshop, looking beyond the astrology, we look for
instance at the transpersonal qualities associated with Aries,
universal spiritual laws, the ego structure, Roberto Assagioli and
the Will, animus and anima, and a faith for the sign, so for
Aries – Christianity.
Gifts

Now I think that one’s own happiness is the number
one gift. Only happy people can help other people
to become happy. I had turned full circle since my
early days as a dentist. This was made possible by the
switch from fear to love, and for that it was all about
developing trust.
Trust, because in truth the world is not governed
by the laws that humans made up – play with the idea!
The switch from judgement to allowing and
acceptance is another gift I received. To allow all things
sets the mind free. Wow, I had come full circle on this
one as well since being asked “Is there any escape from
here?”
In truth we do not know what anything is for, or the true
purpose of any situation. Yes, the ego may ascribe meaning
and a purpose to events, but the true purpose remains an inner
motivation. Therefore, although the outer purpose of studying
astrology, psychology and counselling was to come to understand
myself and others in a more informed way, each one of us will
perhaps undergo an inner change, a gift, according to their soul
purpose at that time.
Self-honesty was another gift that I received, and
to take full responsibility for everything that happens
in my life. Not to blame others and live in a victim
mentality.
“When you point your finger at someone, you have three
fingers pointing back at yourself.”
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becoming more aligned with energy or spirit, becoming
lighter and as light, rather than denser and as matter.
Imagining

Carl Rogers talks about genuineness and
transparency. As we allow ourselves to manifest
more honestly, genuinely and transparently, so we
unconsciously allow others to become more truly and
honestly themselves, and in so doing to become whole,
healed, holy and happy.
Sharing

From working in astrological counselling, I have come
to recognise that all crises have a spiritual basis. And
that most, if not all problems and issues, diseases and
symptoms of ill health are caused by a blockage –
physical, emotional, mental, spiritual – of some sort.
A Course in Miracles aims at removing the blocks to the
awareness of the healing of Love’s presence. Rather than trying
to change external circumstances, the Course teaches us to change
our perceptions about the world.
The principle of life change is that it comes from
the inside out. When we change our ideas about the
world, the world itself changes. All transformation
begins with one person – you! As above, so below. As
within, so without. Everything happening around you
is a reflection of what is going on inside you. If we
want the world to change, we have to change. Then the
world becomes transparent and harmless. It becomes
meaningless and valueless, except for the meaning and
values that we ascribe to it.
The only way out is in

Life transformation is an inner journey.
The symbolism of the birth chart shows us that
energy streams from the inner circle via the aspect
structure, planets and signs, towards the houses on the
outside. This is like being caught up in the bath water as
it swirls down the plug hole – we get sucked further and
further into samsara, into materialism going this way.
It is through the application of an Act of Will that we
swim against this flow towards the centre of the chart,
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The choice is ours.
For me there was no doubt that my choice around
1994 to enrol as a student with API, although an
intuitive shot in the dark, was one of the best life choices
I have ever made. Astrological psychology has been
my guiding companion, and my companions on that
path are the best friends I ever had. I shall always be
so grateful for these teachings, and for their friendship
and support.
Our choices and desires determine the nature and quality of
our experience, behaviour and relationships. In each moment we
choose whether to live in love or fear, whether to attack or to
forgive, whether to see truth or illusion.
The choice is ours.
“Is there any escape from here?” YES, of course there is,
isn’t there?
The choice is ours.
You must know who you are, you must ask if this will bring
you peace of mind, and you must not care whether you live or die.
Every decision you make stems from who you think you are.
Here are the Words:
You can relax now
Come on now and open your eyes
Breathe deeply now
I am with you
Oh my sweet child
Who do you think you are
You are a child of God
And that will never change
You had a dream
You misunderstood
You thought you were separate
But now you hear My Voice
You are the Love of my Life
You are My One Creation
You are eternity
And that will never change.***
With my deepest love, blessings and appreciation,
Jeremy
P.S. See you on the beach!
References
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Meryl Streep’s Lifeclock
by Joyce Hopewell
My article in the last issue of Conjunction focussed mainly on Meryl Streeps’s inner motivation and the
aspect stucture in her chart. Here I look at her chart in the context of Age Progression and how this
is mirrored in her acting career. This article was first published in the Astrological Journal.
To briefly recap, the aspect structure shows a blend
of mutable and cardinal energy together with a
tendency for her to draw heavily on her imaginative
ability. She may need to withdraw and recharge
her batteries in order to be able to cope with her
work and she will value time spent alone or with
chosen others as she is not overly sociable and is
essentially a private person. However, her Jupiter
close to the DC, and at the apex of the Projection
Triangle denotes an open welcome to the people
and experiences she encounters, making this planet
and aspect pattern significant in her chart as it sits
across the horizontal axis.
Using Age Progression, which
begins at birth at the AC and
travels through each house in
turn, we can trace the life journey
of an individual by noting the
sign and house the Age Point
(AP) is in, together with any aspects it makes to the
planets. If I were working with Streep as a client,
looking at her AP, I’d be interested to learn of her
experiences at ages 3, 7 and 16 when the AP was
conjunct Pluto, Saturn and Neptune respectively.
Conjunctions to planets are significant during the
first 18 years of life as they often denote formative
events which can challenge the individual’s ability to
survive in the world. However, Streep is an intensely
private person, who refers to herself as “an actress
who goes home to her family when I’m finished
working”, and there is little information available
about her personal life.
She made her professional stage debut in 1971
when her AP was in intercepted Scorpio in the 4th
house, the same year that it travelled through Low
Point (LP) 4. This is the life phase which tests and
challenges the ability to detach and move on from
the safety of the family scene and make our own
way independently in the world. The Hubers say
“after the LP has been reached in the fourth house… the
young adult ought to have learned to take charge of life, to
trade punches with the world when necessary, and not to creep
nervously under the parental roof for protection”. 1

Meryl Streep
22.06.1949, 08:05, Summit NJ, USA (Rating AA)
Age Point Journey

In this article I’m picking up her AP journey in the
5th house in 1978 and looking at how it relates to
her career when she was 28/29. The AP had recently
changed signs from Sagittarius to Capricorn. Moving
from a fire to an earth sign – Capricorn no less! –
and edging towards the 6th cusp, this would have
offered plenty of opportunities for ambitious hard
work and knuckling down after its transit through
Sagittarius. In 1978 her AP made an opposition to
the Sun/Uranus conjunction and at the same time
made a trine to Saturn and a semi-sextile to Jupiter.
Whilst the trine and semi-sextile as AP aspects
have less impact, when viewed together, along with
the opposition to Sun/Uranus, these light up the
Projection Triangle and bring the potential of the
whole pattern into play. I see this figure as being
instrumental in her success as an actress, with Jupiter
on the DC an invaluable observational and sensing
tool which helps her in her acting roles. In 1978 she
was in The Deer Hunter which kicked off her career in
films in an impressive way: she gained the National
Society of Film Critics Award for Best Actress for
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her part in this and also received three other high
profile nominations. When the AP is opposite a
planet it can feel as if things are just slightly out
of our control – the unforeseen can happen and
we are swept along with the energy of the event.
With AP opposite both her Sun/sense of self and
individuality, and creative Uranus, these events may
have taken her pleasantly by surprise, but they would
also have had the effect of strengthening her own
determination to succeed. Her AP had just entered
Capricorn and her Sun, with its tight conjunction
to inventive, ground-breaking Uranus is involved.
This, plus the first Saturn return as her AP trines
natal Saturn, brings hints of a double whammy
at work here. On a personal note, 1978 was the
year she married the man she is still married to 31
years later, and professionally was also the year she
was described as being “on the verge of national
visibility”.
The Sixth House

Streep was awarded her first
Oscar in 1979 for Kramer vs
Kramer, along with a whole
raft of other awards and
nominations too numerous
to list. Her AP had just
entered the 6th house, which
in LifeClock is the period of
life when the person asserts
and establishes themselves
professionally in the workplace. Ages 30–36 in this
house are a time of finding one’s place and niche in
life; in Streep’s chart this is graphically emphasised
with practical, hard-working Capricorn qualities
forming the backdrop. Her AP in this period formed
a quincunx to the Mars/Mercury conjunction in
Gemini, placed in the cardinal zone of the 11th,
between the cusp and Balance Point (BP). Mars/
Mercury in Gemini alone speaks of the potential
for powerful communication. The quincunx from
the AP carries seeking, thoughtful and perceptive
energy, the effect being to strengthen the awareness
and expression of the planets involved by bringing
them more fully into consciousness.
In 1981, when her AP
was on the BP in the 6th
house, Streep won acclaim
for her role in The French
Lieutenant’s Woman. The
BP of each house is where
the individual on their
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life journey is able to smoothly and successfully
undertake tasks associated with the house and the
psychological phase of life, expending what can feel
like minimum effort for maximum rewards. The BP
is a place from which an accomplished and polished
performance can be achieved – a juggler will not
drop any balls, a cook will be creating new dishes
without effort and an actress will be turning in
faultless performances. 1982
saw Streep in Sophie’s
Choice, a harrowing tale of
one woman’s survival in a
concentration camp, but at
the cost of having to choose
which of her two children
is sent to the gas chamber.
Streep is said to have done
the choosing scene in one
take as it was too emotionally
challenging and draining to
repeat. Her AP was opposite Venus in Cancer on
the private “I” side of the chart. Venus also sextiles
her Moon, pulling in a flood of emotional content.
An AP opposition can be likened to the hand of
the Life Clock pointing at one particular part of us
and focussing on it. Here, Streep drew on her own
personal feelings and emotions in order to channel
them into her performance; as her first child was
only 3 years old at the time this must have been an
extremely poignant and difficult scene. She won
numerous awards for her role as Sophie, including
her second Oscar. It’s interesting to note here that
of the two Oscars she’s won, both were for films
involving her relationship with a child.
In 1985, Streep’s AP travelled through the Low
Point (LP) of the 6th house. This is a time, at age
34, when the person is forced to take stock of their
career path and acknowledge what their limitations
are and what they can and can’t realistically achieve.
Although this can be a time of depression for some,
those who approach this challenge with a degree of
commonsense and personal awareness will come
through it knowing that it’s vitally important to make
the right decisions for their career. In Streep’s chart
this phase benefits from the placement of optimistic
Jupiter as the only planet in the 6th house, and the
one awaiting the conjunction with the AP at age 35.
This conjunction with Jupiter coincides not only with
the passage of the AP into Aquarius but it also lights
up and activates the whole Projection Triangle with
its pinning planets, as the AP at the same time makes
a quincunx to Sun/Uranus and Saturn which form

the “screen” of this figure. I said in my previous
article of these planets in Streep’s chart that Saturn’s
role suggested meticulous attention to the detail and
the form her acting took, with Sun/Uranus bringing
invention and creativity to her work. It’s interesting
to see that at the same time, transiting Jupiter was
conjunct her Saturn, and transiting Saturn conjunct
her Sun, emphasising, along with her AP conjunct
Jupiter, the significance of this aspect pattern in her
chart as well as bringing complementary energies.
These events coincided with her role as Karen
Blixen in the epic film Out of Africa, for which she
gained yet more awards.

In 2004, with her AP conjunct the unaspected
10th house North Node in ambitious Aries, she
was awarded the Life Achievement Award by the
American Film Institute. In 2006, aged 57, she
once again picked up a long list of awards and
nominations for The Devil Wears Prada with her AP

conjunct the intercepted Moon in 10th. Acclaim
for her role in the 2008 box office hit Mamma Mia!
came as her AP moved out of intercepted Taurus
and into Gemini, edging towards the 11th cusp as
it made a trine to Jupiter (yes, Mamma Mia! looked
like it was fun for the actors involved as well as for
Crossing the DC

The crossing of the AP over the DC at age 36 is
often heralds a new perspective on life. There’s
an awakening and realisation that there’s so much
more we can do, experience and achieve when the
AP crosses the horizon and enters the conscious
hemisphere of the chart. Opportunities abound here
for self-realisation. Jung called the thirty-sixth year
the “deciding year”, a deciding point in life. Streep’s
career has been consistently successful on both sides
of this point but it would be interesting to highlight
a further few AP contacts of significance. In 1988,
when she was 39, she was in A Cry in the Dark,
taking the biographical role of Lindy Chamberlain,
an Australian woman who was convicted of the
murder of her baby daughter, although Chamberlain
claimed that her daughter had been taken by a dingo.
Streep’s AP was appropriately opposite Pluto at the
time.

the audience who saw it!) once again picking up the
influence of the Projection Triangle which for me is
a key consideration in Streep’s chart.
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The Chart of The Astrological Psychology Association
by Kathy Rogers
Kathy summarises information she presented at the 2010 AA Conference when invited to give a short
talk about the APA school. Since the audience was composed primarily of people who had not studied
the Huber approach some of the ways in which she would normally interpret a chart are not included.
At this year’s Astrological Association Conference, I
was invited to introduce people to the Astrological
Psychology Association’s chart and to discuss the
essence of the school as reflected in that chart. At the
time of the Conference, Jupiter and Uranus formed a
conjunction in Pisces. The astronomy of the planets is
fascinating. Jupiter, god of sky, thunder and lightning,
is appropriately distinguished by its Red Spot, a storm
that is larger than earth and has raged for hundreds
of years. Uranus, often considered in mythology to
have been conceived from Chaos, quixotically orbits
on its side and has winds gusting at its equator at six
thousand times the speed of sound.
How wonderful to have this conjunction at the
time of the Conference. Symbolically it embodies
the profound wisdom of astrology that is best
learnt through the twin Jupiterian approaches of
the observation of its principles in our lives and
experiential work. Even better to have the conjunction
in the natal chart of the APA, an organisation that
states: “the only acceptable goal of the astrologicalpsychological counsellor and teacher must be to
increase the freedom of the person who is being
counselled”!
Before we look at the APA’s chart, it is important to
understand the organisation’s roots and its approach
to teaching astrology. Astrological Psychology is
a branch of psychology which uses astrology as a
diagnostic tool. It is primarily based on the insights
of depth psychology, but also on humanistic and
transpersonal psychology. In concept it is closest to
Roberto Assagioli’s psychosynthesis.
Astrological Psychology starts from the premise
that each person is a living, self-regulating and
inherently healthy being. Its basic purpose, through
its teaching, advisory or therapeutic approach, is
to increase our understanding of ourselves and
others, stimulating our own thought processes. This
incorporates a process of growth and so astrological
psychology does not dish out ready-made recipes,
nor offer easy solutions. It is not about prediction or
about what might happen. Instead we are offered a
useful instrument for self-discovery so that we can
learn to accept ourselves for what we are and what we
may be. This can then enable us to live freer, happier
and more creative lives.
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Picking up on these themes, running down the
middle of the APA’s chart is the opposition between
Neptune and North Node. The opposition is on the
individuality (4/10) axis and illustrates the goals of
the school to promote personal growth, individuation
and responsibility for oneself – this is where much
of the school’s work is focused. This is reinforced by
considering Louise Huber’s description of the path
suggested by a 10th house North Node: ‘the greatest
benefit is gained by realising our own aims, becoming
a self-made person, overcoming the restrictions
imposed by family traditions and ambitions after
renouncing the craving for a quiet life and home
comforts.’
The opposition is part of an ambivalence triangle
(Neptune opposition North Node, with the Saturn/
Pluto conjunction at the blue corner). The 2nd house
Saturn/Pluto conjunction is about digging deep within
ourselves to develop our individual talents, always
within the elegant and sophisticated framework set
by the work of the Hubers and successive astrologers
within API/APA. This framework is constantly
renewing itself as further research is undertaken and
the course material is refined. For example, 2 volumes
of articles from Astrolog have been recently published
containing up-to-date research findings.

Integrating Saturn/Pluto into the ambivalence
triangle enables us to understand the process at
work in this triangle and in the school’s aspirations.
Students are encouraged to take the self-knowledge
developed at the Saturn/Pluto corner and to work
with it on the individuality axis to manifest it in their
lives and the choices they make. This experience can
then, in turn, be reinvested to transform a student’s
feelings of self-worth and their recognition of their
unique contribution and talents.
The bedrock of the chart is the aforementioned
Jupiter/Uranus conjunction in Sagittarius in the 3rd
house. The APA is about using astrology as a route
to greater wisdom and also expanding our knowledge
of astrology through research. The Moon, strongly
placed on the cusp of the 9th house, reinforces this
desire to encourage people to learn through their
own experiences and to form their own renewed
philosophy on life.
Neptune in the 4th house and the Moon placed
strongly on the cusp of the 9th house are descriptive
of the family ethos in the school. This is reinforced
by Venus in Leo in the 11th house. The school
encourages students to meet and to form friendships,
publishes Conjunction, runs study groups, holds
workshops and has an on-line forum as well as a
website. These are all ways of enabling students to
stay connected and to make friendships.
The Sun/Mars/North Node conjunction is
strongly placed in Gemini in the 10th house, not far
from the MC. The Sun and Mars are the highest planets
in the chart. This reflects the emphasis within the
APA’s teaching on self-realisation, on an understanding
of the use of the will, and on communication. Selfrealisation depends on self-awareness and therefore
students are offered the opportunity to work on and
to gain a deep understanding of their own chart.
When Richard Llewellyn and Pam Tyler, who
brought the Huber approach to England, held their
inaugural meeting in Knightsbridge in 1983 and
founded the school as the English Huber School or
API (UK), they decided that students would work on
their own chart, that of their tutor and the chart of
somebody they knew well. This was an unheard of
suggestion at the time as most astrologers preferred
to keep their charts to themselves. This proved to
be one of the foundation stones that was to make
studying with the API/APA an opportunity for an
intensive individual learning experience, characterised
by personal growth and personal insight.
The APA’s chart also contains a search triangle
(Mercury quincunx Saturn/Pluto trine the North
Node/Sun/Mars conjunction) in which the question

is posed by the Saturn/Pluto conjunction. The
question could be: how do we obtain deep, inner, selftransformative wisdom that has the power to change
how we see ourselves? The quest in the triangle is
embodied in Mercury in the 9th house, suggesting
a journey in learning, communicating and teaching,
drawing us on in the search for understanding.
However, with Mercury in Taurus, this search is always
at a practical level, in a manner that we can ground
in our lives. Learning gained through the search
is expressed through Sun/Mars/North Node in
Gemini, taking us back to themes about new insights
into ourselves as individuals and an understanding
about the choices we have about how we express who
we are and how we act in life.
The Sun in mutable, airy Gemini, representing the
principles at the heart of the school, emphasises that
the APA is not about teaching rigid dogma. We offer
ways of understanding people but we are very aware
that the map is not the territory and what we teach is
not the truth!
The ascendant of the chart is in Virgo, for which
the seed thought is ‘I am the Mother and the Child. I
God, I matter am.’ For me this reflects the integration
of physical, emotional, mental and spiritual energies
and the connection between the earth, humanity and
the spiritual source. The following is from the APA’s
Code of Practice: “the basic concept of astrological
psychology is based on the understanding of man
as a whole; he has a psyche which is linked with
the environment, but he is also a spiritual entity
(individuality) who can be responsible for itself ”.
In summary, the chart captures the core tenets
of the APA – supporting real people with real lives
in gaining greater self-awareness and transformative
insights that can open up new choices and encourage
us to take responsibility for ourselves. To finish by
quoting the school’s Code, through the synthesis of
psychology and astrology in Astrological Psychology:
“the creative energies of the personality are liberated
and the person, taking initiative and responsibility for
himself, begins to rearrange and restructure his life.”
References
A Little Book Of Coincidence In The Solar System by John
Martineau
What Is Astrological Psychology? By Bruno Huber
Module 1, APA Diploma Course
APA Code of Practice, www.astrologicalpsychology.org
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Enquiry to Astro Helpline
by Richard Llewellyn
Richard gives us a chance to see the astro helpline (astro.helpline@astrologicalpsychology.org) in action with this real-life
example.
The initial enquiry
Hi! Firstly I am trying to understand my purpose in life. My
feeling is very strongly towards energy, healing, psychology
and astrology but am not sure how to incorporate and
implement all this and where to start. I have a definite strength
in helping and understanding people on an emotional level.
Strange question to ask, since the course you offer seems very
close to what I might be looking for. I am currently a single
mom, who walked out on a marriage to a gambling addict with
nothing. I’m a freelance designer and love what I do, but need
more on the spiritual side.
Secondly, I seem to attract men who are incapable of
love, suffering from depression, etc., and don’t know how to
change that.
Reply from Astro Helpline
A few general comments on your chart to start with. And I
have to say that I am writing about a sensitive issue which
would be better explored on a one to one basis with you rather
than put into black and white on a piece of paper.
There is a paradox and an inner conflict shown in your
chart which will always influence your behaviour, consciously
or unconsciously, until you understand how this affects your
life, and in particular how it affects your relationships! In some
ways you are a very ‘I’ sided person who finds it hard to share
the real you with anybody who you don’t know well, and who
you don’t trust.
So, whilst in some ways you can be quite shy, on an
emotional level this is not always how you really want to be.
You have strong emotional needs and you will want somebody
in your life who you can love and, of course, who knows how to
love you in return. There may even be times when you radiate
strong ‘signals’ in order for this to happen. I suspect that as
a little girl you were brought up by a dominant ‘mother’ who
may have been over-protective or controlling, or who needed
you to take on material responsibilities within the family which
did not allow you the opportunity to fully understand how to
express your feelings and get your emotional needs met.
So you may have grown into adulthood still not having
learned how to give and receive love, and these repressed
emotional feelings don’t go away, in fact they can become
stronger and it is likely that sometimes they will shine out
like a beacon, or act like a mysterious magnet, especially for
somebody who may have similarly strong and unexpressed
emotional needs. In other words a man who is emotionally
needy, and has never learned how to express and receive love.
Interestingly, over the next couple of years, you may
experience a feeling of wanting to do a spot of inner exploration
of your childhood, and your emotional development. I read
what you say about your strength in understanding people at
an emotional level, and I’m sure that potential is there. But
if you have this ability then do you need to ask yourself why
you find yourself attracted to unsuitable men. You will also be
going through what I call a ‘mid-life crisis’, metaphorically that
is. It’s a time of moving on in your life, getting rid of anything
unwanted whether it’s relationships, beliefs about yourself,
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perhaps ways of ‘being’ which really don’t work for you any
more. Rather like doing a spring clean, or emptying out old
cupboards and drawers, etc., and throwing away anything you
don’t need anymore! A time of new beginnings.
Therefore I am not surprised you are trying to understand
your purpose in life and discover your spiritual path. I
appreciate that what I have written will only help you on your
journey if you are able to say ‘My journey all starts with me!’
What I have written comes with love and does not carry any
judgement or criticism. You still have your life in front of you
and you have the ability to do, and to achieve whatever it is
that you desire, but as I mention, the journey starts within!
Reply from Enquirer
Hi! I have received your response, thank you so much. I’ve
subsequently made an appointment to see a psychologist
tomorrow to address a lot of the issues that I have not resolved
yet. So my journey has started, emotionally and spiritually.
The last relationship, as devastated as it has left me, taught me
one thing – it takes two emotionally healthy people to have a
healthy relationship and neither of us were.
Your observations were absolutely spot-on. I was adopted
at the age of 3 months and raised by a very controlling mother
(the term narcissist apparently applies). It’s been a difficult
relationship to say the least. I was married for 11 years to a
man who became a gambling addict (who also got the label
of narcissism from his therapist). It ended 3 years ago after I
found out he was having an affair.
I walked out with two kids and furniture, no career or
money. I can however say that the hardship was a blessing
in disguise as I found what I love doing and somehow didn’t
settle for a mediocre 9-5 job. It took nearly 3 years to like and
trust someone enough to start a serious relationship again... it
ended so suddenly and without warning that I’m still in shock
nearly a month later. So, there you go – I indeed have a lot of
spring cleaning to do... :) luckily it’s almost spring here.
I was amazed at your personal response, here one gets
used to computer generated answers. Thank you, thank you.

A Cosmic Partnership between
the Miniaturist and the Muralist
by Catharine Collier
Catharine reflects on the relationship between the widely read ‘integral’ philosopher Ken Wilber and the
astrological psychology of the Hubers. Those readers unfamiliar with Wilber may find it helpful to reread
the article in Conjunction Issue 49, page 18.
I have many ‘favourite’ authors, but the two who
provide me with endless fascination in their similarities
and differences are the Hubers and Wilber.
It was in about 1986, that one
of Ken Wilber’s books came
into my hands and I immediately
saw a connection between him,
Alice Bailey/the Tibetan and the
Hubers, it seemed so obvious to
me then that their works were
the two sides of the same coin, that they are in fact
necessary to each other. Subsequently I turned to the
index of each of their books as they were published;
expecting and hoping to find a reference of one to
the other, but it seems that their minds and works
never crossed. From the similarity of ideas between
Wilber’s description of the Perennial Philosophy
and the Ageless Wisdom I expected to find that he
had read the works of Alice Bailey/the Tibetan or
the Theosophists, but he only references the exoteric
works of academic scholars.
Unfortunately, although Wilber could be said to
be one of the most widely read of human beings
today; he has evidently not applied himself to the
subject of astrology, except to endorse his friend
Roger Walsh’s verdict that ‘Astrology is bunk.’ Sadly,
he even fails to put into practice, re astrology, his own
often repeated admonition that “if you want to know
this, you must do this…” and this ignorance leads
him to erroneously attribute astrology to the Upper
Right of his Quadrants, even though, as an ancient
art/philosophy concerned with the meaning and not

the material of the planets it obviously belongs in the
Upper Left!
Wilber also speaks of astrology as being part of the
early beginnings of astronomy – remarking that ‘one
does not begin teaching medicine by the application
of leeches, or astronomy by teaching astrology’!
Wilber takes the Four Quadrants as containing
‘everything’ (the macrocosm) and sets all human
endeavour within their global context. Wilber is
brilliant in using his macrocosmic version of the Four
Quadrants to illustrate the differing dimensions of all
human effort. His exploitation of the possibilities of
the internet and the extended work of his Integral
Institute, Integral University and of course, his books,
have brought his version of the Four Quadrants
into global focus in the exterior world of business,
medicine, law, science, psychology, health, art and
personal relationships, etc.
So I call him ‘The Great Muralist’.
(See the accompanying diagrams – one of his
global Integral Medicine and the other two of his
psychographs of the individual.)

Individual

Intentional

Behavioural

I

You
Cultural

Social

Collective

Ken Wilber’s Four Quadrants

Wilber’s Psychographs
show different levels of development on different lines.
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His small book the integral vision poses (and implies
a positive answer) to the question: ‘What if I had a
comprehensive map of myself and the brave new
world I find myself in?’ But his ‘psychograph’ (which
provides only a general idea of what might be), is far
from being comprehensive or specifically individual –
see diagram – each individual is left to try and work
out her own details. But the comprehensive map of
the ‘brave new world in which I find myself ’ has been
brilliantly developed and extended to unimaginable
length and breadth!
But then Bruno Huber takes
the Four Quadrants as containing
the minute detail (microcosm) of
an individual life, and sets those
four within the circle of the natal
chart, and that circle therefore
contains ‘the comprehensive map
of myself ’ which Wilber promises
but only Huber delivers.
So I call him ‘The Delicate Miniaturist’.
Huber, the miniaturist, provides the exquisite,
unique and tiny portrait of each person’s
phenomenological evolution of consciousness from
birth to death as seen in the natal chart; and Wilber
provides the big picture of the global structural
evolution of consciousness into which we all fit;
namely his ‘Integral Theory of Everything’ which is
based on his version of the Four Quadrants.
Wilber’s Four Quadrants are depicted mostly in a
square form, with the ‘Big Bang’ at the centre and
was initially a simple depiction of the Fixed Cross
which is the earliest cross recorded in astrology. But
lately, on the internet and DVDs, CDs, etc. he is
using the Cardinal Cross as a logo. Whereas Huber
of course also presents the twelve houses within the
quadrants, and in addition invented the Life Clock
Age Progression through the quadrants which takes
care of Wilber’s concern that we should all be aware
of all four quadrants all of the time
According to Wilber it is not necessary to be
functional in all Four Quadrants, but it is necessary
to be informed about them in order not to ignore
or over-emphasise one or the other. For instance,
Science (Upper Right-Hand) he rightly regards as
having colonised the other three in the sense that
science expects that nothing is valid unless it can be
proved by scientific, Upper Right-Hand means.
And his ‘integral life practice’ suggests that
everyone needs to work in four ways – on the body,
the emotions, the mind and the spirit in the manner
appropriate to each.
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On the other hand, according to Huber it is
impossible for a human being not to have all four
quadrants within one’s being, but at the same time
a human being may be more functionally equipped
with planetary energies in one or more quadrants and
so those will be of more particular consequence for
that person exclusively.
Huber and Wilber use the ‘Ageless Wisdom’ and
‘Perennial Philosophy’ respectively, to refer to The
Great Nest of Being which is the “As Above, so
Below” of astrology, and the great wisdom traditions
of the world’s religions. These all posit the prior
involution from spirit to soul to mind to body to
matter and the corresponding evolution from matter
back to spirit. But, as Wilber remarks, we all begin
in this life at square one, that is from birth, to year
one, two and so on. Likewise, to generalize, we all
grow from birth, to childhood, to adolescence, to
adulthood plus physical maturity and reach a rational
level of mind, more or less automatically at about
twenty to twenty five years of age – because collective
evolutionary development on the whole has reached
that formal/logical/rational level. After that, many
people remain rationally and logically static because
any further evolution has to be a personal and freely
chosen commitment to work on our own developing
consciousness, which is what a lot of people refer to
as ‘personal growth’ or ‘being on a path’.
Wilber comments:
“And through this basic rational level... flow some two
dozen relatively independent developmental lines of growth.
These include morals, affects, self-identity, cognition, psychosexuality, creativity, altruism, communicative & mathematical
competence, kinaesthetic skills, to name just a few. A person
can be very advanced in some lines, medium in others, minimal
in still others – all at the same time.”
But his example is general, so each individual has
to try and guess their own potential or lack of it.
What Wilber can also offer astrological psychology
is a great modern wealth of vocabulary, which makes
discussion of the chart/map less mysterious and
more accessible to the modern client.
“Development doesn’t somehow proceed in some simple way
through a series of a few comprehensive stages which unify all
aspects of growth… The different developmental lines may be
in tension with each other at times, and some of them do not
show evidence of coherent stages…”
This is where the need for the Miniaturist
becomes evident, because the ‘tensions’ are readily
seen within the aspect picture of the birth chart, as
also are ‘incoherent stages’, whereas Wilber’s example
diagrams of the individual human (psychograms
above) are very vague, prompting him to write further:

“The point of both these diagrams – which I call “integral
psychographs” is that (using them) you can track the different
developmental lines as they move through the various levels of
the Great Nest of Being. You can be at a higher, transpersonal,
or “spiritual level” in several lines, and at a lower, personal
or “psychological” level in others, so that both spiritual and
psychological development overlap…”
“All of these lines and levels are navigated by the self (or
the self system), which has to balance all of them and find some
sort of harmony in the midst of this melange...”
“Even though we can say, based on massive evidence
(clinical, phenomenological, and contemplative), that many
of these developmental streams proceed through the waves in
a stagelike fashion, nonetheless overall self development does
not proceed in a specific, stagelike manner, simply because the
self is an amalgam of all the various lines, and the possible
number of permutations and combinations of those is virtually
infinite. Overall individual growth, in other words, follows no
set sequence whatsoever”.
So Wilber’s diagrams are very general and do not
provide the promised ‘comprehensive map of myself
and the brave new world in which I find myself.’
But Huber takes a small ‘human-size bite’ out of
the infinitude of the cosmos, which is only interpreted
via the solar system (since that is a Mandelbrot Fractal
relatively small enough to comprehend) consisting
of a moment of time, a place and a day; and he is
able ‘to serve up this bite’ on an elegant round plate,
as a unique personal combination selected out of
all possible combinations. Huber thus enables a
person, as the Self, to
navigate successfully
and happily, using
that person’s own
unique GPS (the Age
Point) through the
Four Quadrants even
though, in actual fact,
a person might have
only three, or two, or
through quadrants
even just one quadrant Life Phases
from LifeClock
occupied by planetary
energies.
So it is that a Huber natal chart can provide what
could be called a set sequence of development from
birth to death, which is nevertheless at the time of
birth no more than a potential, and is reliant on
the free will of the person concerned to develop
according to the plan there outlined.
‘The Age Point enables us to see at a glance the native’s
whole life, past, present and future, it enables us to pinpoint the
period in which… some decision is made that later results in
favourable or unfavourable circumstances.’

And within this beautifully designed, utterly unique
and personal mandala or labyrinth an individual
will find a kaleidoscope of colour depicting all the
relevant lines, streams, and waves that are his/her
own particular ‘bite’ of the Cosmos. Thus making it
possible to trace the relevant ups and downs and follow
the specially given permutations and combinations of
growth through the many paths in towards the centre
space of the self/soul and out again to the periphery,
creating a circle dance of exquisite beauty, all the while
evolving that initial birth moment of time into ever
greater consciousness. And as we join in and develop
this evolutionary consciousness within ourselves, we
gradually become aware of The Plan of Evolution of
which the Tibetan speaks.
So here, at the beginning of the 21st century, we
have the potential of a beautiful cosmic partnership,
each partner depicting and completing the potential
and opportunity of the other.
If only astrological psychology could be brought
‘in from the cold’ and acknowledged for its unique
contribution to the understanding of the individual
human being! Wilber’s ‘psychograph’ could be
replaced by Huber’s natal chart and then Wilber’s
words ‘What if I had a comprehensive map of myself
(the Huber Chart) and the brave new world in which
I find myself ’ (Wilber’s Cosmic Four Quadrants) then
‘The Cosmic Partnership between the Miniaturist and
the Muralist’ would be a reality!
I know that I have done less than justice in this
article to the profound depth of Wilber’s global
teaching, but then I have worked intensively with
the Huber Method for many years, and I know from
experience how empowering and insightful it can be
to those who find themselves in their natal chart.
My lament is that the Huber Method has so far been
unknown to Wilber and The Integral Institute.
I agree with Wilber and Huber that most of
traditional astrology has been outgrown by modernity,
but Huber has provided its much needed modern
form as astrological psychology, so surely traditional
astrology should somehow be ‘transcended and
included’ but only as history, and the age-old prejudice
against real astrology be consigned to the wastepaper
basket! In trying to analyse my lament, I realise
that maybe it is because, after fifty years, the Huber
Method is still aligned with the shadowy astrology
side of the street, and has not taken its rightful place
in mainstream evolutionary psychology!
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤
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Reviews
In this issue Kathy Rogers welcomes the first full-colour book on astrological psychology in the English language. Also, Joyce and Barry
Hopewell jointly review an important new book on the unfashionable concept of virtue, and consider its relationship to astrological
psychology.

Aspect Patterns in Colour
by Joyce Hopewell
Review by Kathy Rogers
I have to say this is a beautiful book
– there are some books I don’t want
to put down and this is one.
In Astrology And The Spiritual Path Bruno and
Louise Huber set out the importance of colour in
the horoscope. They mention the inherent human
tendency to think in terms of opposites, in black
and white, whilst around us in the natural world
are colours of all shades and hues. Astrological
Psychology offers us a tool for personal growth and
the Hubers suggest that the colour spectrum can
also give a picture of personal development. They
say: “a rainbow spanning the sky may be viewed
as a bridge, or heavenly gateway, symbolising high
spiritual advancement. The law of development – of
evolution even – lies within it.”
In a Huber horoscope colour is used in specific
ways. The aspects are coloured red, blue and green;
green being a compromise because yellow often
doesn’t show up well. These colours offer a shorthand
to understanding the qualities of the aspects with
red corresponding to the Sun, the cardinal cross and
energy; blue to Saturn, the fixed cross and material
considerations; and green to the Moon, the mutable
cross and awareness.
As Huber astrologers, the use of colour in the
chart enables us to access our intuitive side, arguably
strengthening our ability to perceive the inner
motivation of both ourselves and our clients within
a spiritual context. Therefore, it has been immensely
frustrating over the years to learn about aspect
patterns when they are printed in black and white.
By way of contrast, it was a delightful experience
to open Aspect Patterns in Colour and to find aspect
patterns and charts depicted in full colour. The
introduction to this book is rather modest: “I aim to
present in this book an easy-to-use reference to the
aspect patterns given by the Hubers... together with
an interpreted example of each individual aspect
figure, using a selection of well-known people and
people that I know.”
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Aspect Patterns in Colour achieves exactly the
description set out, as it were, on the tin. However,
this introduction underplays the vast amount of
research that has gone into finding charts that contain
a remarkably clear example of the pattern under
discussion – you will not be struggling to find the
aspect pattern buried somewhere in the complexities
of the chart. It also belies the depth of astrological
knowledge and experience that Joyce Hopewell
brings to interpreting the example horoscopes.
The book explores each of the aspect figures given
in the Hubers’ work Aspect Pattern Astrology. Every
aspect figure is illustrated and the essential motivation
and features are explained simply and concisely.
Forty different charts are used to describe the impact
of an individual aspect figure in someone’s character.
With her gift for explaining complex concepts clearly,
Joyce’s sure hand guides the reader through the
aspect patterns, which must be understood if we are
to explore the energies animating consciousness.
I have found it difficult to choose a few favourite
examples from a book where such care has been taken
to ensure a consistently high standard that offers
insight after insight. However, the picture evoked
by the description of Barack Obama’s megaphone
pinned at one end by Dr. Doolittle’s ‘Push me –
Pull you’ creature, was surprisingly powerful. I also
enjoyed considering the relationship between Tony
Blair, his public persona and his UFO, especially given
that UFO’s are mysterious phenomena with doubt
over whether they actually exist, a quality somehow
reflected in a premiership characterised by spin.
This book continues the approach started by
Joyce Hopewell and Richard Llewellyn when they
wrote The Cosmic Egg Timer; that of providing books
that offer a profound understanding of astrology
and, perhaps even more importantly of the human
psyche, and presenting this knowledge in a way that is
clear and accessible. As a tutor, my students often ask
about the availability of material that presents aspect
patterns in a way that is easy to understand. This
book meets that need and I would have no hesitation
in recommending it both to them and to advanced
astrologers who would like a quick reference to the
aspect patterns of astrological psychology.
¤¤¤¤¤

Reclaiming Virtue
How we can develop the moral
intelligence to do the right thing at the
right time for the right reason
by John Bradshaw
Reviewed by Barry and Joyce Hopewell
Barry’s view

Virtue is not fashionable in today’s Western world. We
live in a society where glamour, novelty, indulgence,
money and power seem to be given greater value than
the concept of virtue. Gambling, celebrity and oafish
behaviour are indulged and celebrated. And yet, we also
have a yearning for virtue, as instanced by the widespread
condemnation of the behaviour of UK MPs who
appeared to seek financial gain that was not perceived to
be due to them.
So what is going on? There does seem to be significant
desire for virtue, even though it may be unfashionable in
the popular media culture. Do we understand what virtue
is, and how should we become virtuous? In this excellent
book, American author, counsellor and broadcaster John
Bradshaw gives us some answers.
This is relevant to astrological psychology because
Bradshaw identifies that the essential thing we have to
do is to recover our innocence from the conditioning
of childhood and re-own our true selves. As we know,
this involves recognising and dealing with parts of
ourselves (subpersonalities in psychosynthesis terms)
through appropriate processes of grieving, acceptance,
healthy shame, etc. Of course, astrological psychology
and particularly Age Progression provides a magical tool
to help in this process of uncovering early influences.
Only when we act as the true self, rather than as the
conditioned self, can we develop the felt thought that
enables true moral choice, the ability to balance between
real world possibilities that cannot be prescribed by laws
or moral rules – what Bradshaw describes as the intuitive
balance between extremes. Clearly this requires a great
degree of self awareness and attentiveness to others.
Of course this is not something that can be acquired
by just reading a book; it requires ongoing practice,
the process of a lifetime. But John Bradshaw gives an
excellent theoretical framework and guidance on putting
it into practice in the three parts of this book, essentially:
what is moral intelligence, developing it and nurturing it.
This is a substantial work of almost 500 pages. There
are many real examples and techniques, and references
to theories such as those of Aristotle, Aquinas, Albert
Schweizer, Erik Erikson, Piaget, James Hillman, Maria
Montessori, Thomas Moore and many others. The book
is well written and wise. It may even help in developing
your own process of virtue, as well as adding insight into
the real potential value of astrological psychology.

Joyce’s view

John Bradshaw’s book is an excellent read for all students,
whether at Foundation or Diploma level. It will offer
awareness of how to develop moral intelligence whether
you are studying for your own interest or are planning to
work professionally with astrological psychology.
Bradshaw is honest about himself and his life journey.
A dysfunctional family affected his ability to have genuine
feelings and develop his sense of self. A sex addict and
alcoholic, he spent years training for the priesthood,
giving up shortly before he was due to be ordained. His
life was a mess and this book partly outlines his personal
journey as well as offering insightful pointers on how to
live a more honest and virtuous life. Here, “virtue” does
not mean being a priggish stuffed shirt type; it’s more
about reclaiming the human values we’ve lost touch with.
Bradshaw outlines many approaches to reclaiming
virtue and this lengthy but totally absorbing book is
packed with suggestions and widely supported with
discussion of the ideas and approaches of psychologists
and educators. The content is both helpful and thoughtprovoking regarding the part we as individuals can play in
bringing more prudence and humility into everyday life.
Of particular interest was how applicable many of his
suggestions could be to those working in an astrological
counselling/consulting role. Bradshaw covers family
issues and wounds, how to work with and heal them – a
useful resource to draw upon in the context of working
with the Family Model for ourselves and clients. He also
covers in depth the issues around feelings and being
able to express them. In my experience of working with
clients, it has often been Moon/feelings issues which have
emerged as being the most significant. Discussion of this
in the context of life experience has helped the client
recognise that not acknowledging or expressing feelings
has been holding them back and causing problems in all
areas of relationship.
Left/right brain dichotomy is covered, and it was
useful to translate this into Mercury/Jupiter functions
to apply the ideas to a chart. Bradshaw includes the
spiritual dimension and suggests ways in which we can
work towards greater wholeness and integrity. I also
found many sections of the book a helpful reminder and
top up on topics I already know something about. For
example, the section “Encounters with the Dark Side:
Owning your own Shadow” includes practical exercises
which are extremely valuable, if not always comfortable
to do! He also refers to various counselling skills and
techniques, and gives casework examples, a helpful and
relevant addition to what is in the APA manuals and the
training and personal experience of students.
This hefty book is diverse and interesting as well as
relevant and useful for all who are working with, or plan
to work with others. I took it on holiday with me to finish
– not as a standard holiday read but as a book I couldn’t
put down. I recommend it highly.
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Pioneers of Psychology
Can you see any indication from their charts on why these three men proved to be the key pioneers of psychology leading to
the psychosynthesis that became the basis for astrological psychology?

Sigmund Freud
06.05.1856, 18:30, Pribor, Czechoslovakia (Rating AA)

C.G.Jung
26.07.1875, 19:32, Kesswil, Switzerland (Rating A)

Roberto Assagioli
27.02.1888, 11:10, Venice, Italy
(Rating AA)
Birth data and ratings from www.astro.com and Caroline Gerard.
Pictures from Wikimedia Commons.
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